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After decades of seeing a constant increase in consumption, we are now as humans 

facing a great challenge, the climate crisis. Exploiting earth's resources for our 

pleasure is proven not to be a viable solution, therefore we today as consumers are 

being asked to reflect when it comes to what we consume and how sustainable it is. At 

the same phase that we as individuals are questioned about our lifestyle choices, 

businesses are asked not only to follow but to lead the way towards sustainable 

consumption.  

The term brand activism, i.e., when brands actively make business efforts to promote, 

impede or direct a sociopolitical issue is the central theme of this thesis. The purpose 

is to examine if brand activism can be used as a tool to enable more sustainable 

consumption which ultimately also would slow down the effects of climate change.  

The theoretical framework presents what the modern brand is, and how the internet 

and hyperconnectivity have influenced how we see branding. The theoretical 

framework also describes how sustainability and branding can be connected, further 

what brand activism is, and how authentic brand activism can be achieved, with the 

main focus laying on combating the sociopolitical issue of climate change. The 

framework also explains how sustainable consumption is constructed, how to engage 

consumers in sustainable practices, and how their self-identity can be reflected in their 

choices of consumption. 

The thesis concludes that brand activism can be used as a tool, and it can be a 

powerful tool, but as with any tool it needs to be used with the right material by the 

right craftsman to get the finest of results. Furthermore, a co-creation between the 

stakeholders, which are in this case, the consumers, the brand, and the government 
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needs to be in place before true change based on brand activism can happen. The 

brands that are fighting out there today are laying out the cornerstones and the 

important foundation for brands today and in the future. These brands are the ones 

that are existing with a greater purpose and are throughout all processes striving 

towards leaving our planet behind in a better shape for our future generations. 
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Vägen till hållbar konsumtion: Varumärken som förändrar spelreglerna 

Sammandrag: 

Efter decennier av en konstant ökning i konsumtion står vi nu inför en stor 

utmaning, klimatkrisen. Att utnyttja jordens resurser för vårt eget nöje har visat sig 

vara en relativt kortsiktig plan, därför uppmanas vi nu som konsumenter att 

reflektera över hur vi konsumerar och hur hållbart det är. Samtidigt som vi individer 

ifrågasätts angående våra livsstilsval, uppmanas företag att inte bara följa utan att 

leda vägen mot en hållbarare konsumtion. 

 

Termen varumärkesaktivism, m.a.o. när varumärken aktivt gör insatser för att 

främja, hindra eller styra en sociopolitisk fråga är huvudtemat i denna avhandling. 

Avhandlingens syfte är att undersöka hur varumärkesaktivism kan användas som ett 

verktyg för att möjliggöra en mera hållbar konsumtion som också skulle bidra till att 

bromsa effekterna av klimatförändringen. 

 

I den teoretiska referensramen presenteras det moderna varumärket och hur 

internet samt dagens hyperuppkoppling har påverkat hur vi ser på varumärken. Den 

teoretiska referensramen beskriver också hur hållbarhet och varumärkesbyggnad 

kan kopplas samman. Vilket sedan leder in läsaren på vad varumärkesaktivism är 

och hur autentisk varumärkesaktivism kan uppnås, med huvudfokus på att bekämpa 

den sociopolitiska frågan om klimatförändring. Teorin förklarar också hur hållbar 

konsumtion konstrueras, hur man engagerar konsumenter i hållbara vanor och hur 

en konsuments självidentitet kan återspeglas genom konsumtion. 
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Avhandlingens slutsats är att varumärkesaktivism kan fungera som ett verktyg i 

frågan om att motarbeta den ständigt ökande konsumtionen, och att det kan vara ett 

kraftfullt verktyg, men som med vilket verktyg som helst måste det användas 

tillsammans med rätt material och av rätt hantverkare för att få det bästa resultatet. 

Dessutom måste det ske ett samskapande mellan intressenterna, som i det här fallet 

är konsumenter, varumärken och myndigheter, innan en verklig förändring baserad 

på varumärkesaktivism kan ske. De varumärkesaktivister som redan finns i dagens 

konsumtionssamhälle lägger ut hörnstenarna och den mycket viktiga grunden för 

både dagens och framtidens varumärken. Dessa varumärkensaktivister är de som 

kämpar för ett större syfte och som i alla deras processer strävar till att lämna efter 

en planet i ett bättre skick för framtida generationer. 

 

Nyckelord: Hållbarhet, Konsumtion, Konsumism, Hållbar konsumtion, 

Varumärkesaktivism, Klimatförändring 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

After decades of seeing a constant increase in consumption, we are now as humans facing 

a great challenge, the climate crisis. Using the earth's resources for our pleasure is proven 

not to be a viable solution, therefore we are as consumers today being asked to reflect 

when it comes to what we consume and how sustainable it is. At the same phase that we 

as individuals are being questioned about how sustainable our lifestyle is, businesses are 

asked to not only follow but to lead the way towards sustainable consumption. In the 

UN:s sustainable development goal 12, one of the main pillars is to reach responsible 

consumption and production by implementing a framework of 10 years. The developed 

countries shall lead the way towards sustainable consumption while considering the 

capabilities of development in undeveloped countries (United Nations, 2020).  

The term sustainability has become a buzzword for the mainstream during the 21st 

century (Holt, 2012). Since the concept of being sustainable and morally grounded has 

evolved, these approaches have naturally drawn attention to businesses as well. In nearly 

all sectors we can see a trend where companies are striving toward being sustainable and 

"green". This trend is especially obvious within consumer-goods markets such as the 

clothing industry, the cosmetics industry, and the food industry. 

Naturally, some landscapes are affecting the environment more heavily than others and 

one major issue today is the relationship developed economies have built with the textile 

industry and the clothing industry in particular. The industry alone is accountable for 

roughly 20 percent of the wastewater and around 10 percent of the carbon emissions 

globally, which is more than the total emissions of flights and maritime shipping 

combined (UN Environment, 2020). 

These frightening realizations are forcing the clothing industry to change. Some 

forerunners have already transformed the way they look at running a product-based 

consumption brand by acting as brand activists fighting the climate crisis and 

consumerism. Brand activism is the phenomenon where firms are trying to solve global 

sociopolitical issues (climate change, gender equality, racial justice, etc.) that customers 

and employees care about now and in the future (Kotler & Sarkar, 2018). This is done by 

implementing a value-driven purpose that is addressing the sociopolitical issue. This 

form of branding emerged while modern branding was formed.  

Examples of firms approaching the sociopolitical issue of climate change within the 

clothing industry are for instance the outdoors clothing brand Patagonia. Patagonia 
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already addressed the issue of consumerism back in 2011 and communicated it to the 

consumers through the “Do not buy this jacket campaign”, launched on Black Friday 

(Patagonia, 2011). Generally, on Black Friday, most of the competitors are begging the 

consumers to buy more and to buy new, Patagonia turned the table by emphasizing the 

importance of repairing old garments and not buying new if not absolutely necessary.  

Another relevant campaign touching upon Brand Activism is “The transparency receipt” 

which was launched by the Swedish minimalist clothing brand Asket. The campaign 

revolves around giving the consumer full transparency by showing every water drop 

used, every watt of energy used, and every used gram of CO2 to the consumer (Asket, 

2020). Asket is one of the more sustainably responsible clothing brands of the 21st 

century due to its transparency and acknowledgment of the issues within consumerism.  

“The fashion industry is based on constant renewal. Convincing us to buy more, when really what 

we need is less. In a bid to meet our growing consciousness, “sustainable” initiatives and products 

are flooding the shelves. While many initiatives are great, the approach is flawed. They aren’t 

addressing the root cause of climate change, pollution, and workforce exploitation: 

Overconsumption. Instead, they’re geared at maintaining status quo, boasting garments or 

practices as green to lure us into consuming more.” (Asket, 2020) 

Brand activism initiatives of this kind are still a relatively new phenomenon, nevertheless 

well-needed. Brands once convinced us that unlimited consumption was possible, now 

the question that remains is if there is a way for brands to reverse engineer this into 

convincing consumers that sustainable consumption with full transparency and 

traceability is the meta for the new wave of consumption.  

1.1 Research Problem 

Due to the constant rise and threat of climate change, a movement for sustainable 

consumption is needed. Furthermore, brands have become intimately related and deeply 

integrated with their customers, their daily lives, and their decisions.  

The emergence of the digital era and hyperconnectivity have impacted how easily brands 

can communicate with big masses and spread messages over the internet. This has 

affected the position that brands have and gives them more power to influence their 

consumers than before. In other words, the modern brand could be used as a powerful 

instrument of change. Accordingly, successful brands followed by large groups of loyal 

consumers can drive change and even complete change within the consumers' values, 

behavior, and attitudes (Swaminathan, et al., 2020; Shetty, et al., 2019). However, there 

is a dilemma, since consumers are constantly being exploited by various marketing 
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campaigns and promises. They tend to be more skeptical and cautious about if the 

initiatives are authentic or just woke-washing. Therefore, transparency and traceability 

are becoming more important when communicating and building a brand (Shetty, et al., 

2019).  

Kumar & Christodoulopoulou (2014) have conducted an integrated perspective of how 

branding and sustainability can be combined and characterized as a new business 

megatrend. The researchers emphasize how the initiatives of sustainability must become 

one of the core goals for the brand to be successful and trustworthy. They suggest that 

future research remains to determine how brand activism initiatives can be conducted 

and communicated most effectively. Grubor and Milovanov (2017) continue by 

examining what strategies can be used for a brand in an era of sustainability, where the 

main idea is that if a majority adapts and embraces an idea, it will become an unstoppable 

force. The article examines how practice combined with branding theory evolves in a 

modern landscape known as brand activism. This type of branding practice is still in the 

very beginning; therefore, they emphasize the importance of future research revolving 

around understanding the consumers and how they want to adapt to more sustainable 

practices (Grubor & Milovanov, 2017). Douglas B. Holt discusses the way that 

consumerism impacts and drives unsustainable consumption and emphasizes that the 

path towards sustainable consumption will be found in movement-led market 

transformations. (Holt, 2012) 

The established literature describes brand activism as a possible tool that could be used 

to disrupt a well-established and problematic consumption behavior. In this case, to 

drive change within consumerism by emphasizing sustainability through brand activism. 

However, the literature has mainly been focused on the firm's perspective and minimal 

efforts have been put into understanding this from the consumers' point of view. 

Therefore, this thesis will be adding to the already established theory on brand activism 

by putting the focus on how consumers experience brand activism initiatives, how they 

think these initiatives are affecting the consumers, and ultimately how brand activism 

could be used as a tool to enable sustainable consumption.  

1.2 Purpose 

The main purpose of this thesis is to examine how brand activism can be used as a tool 

to enable more sustainable consumption.  This will be done by following three main 

research questions.  
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RQ1: How does the consumer interpret brand activism initiatives addressing the socio-

political issue of climate change? 

RQ2: What is expected from brands to oppose unsustainable consumption? 

RQ3: In what way can brand activism be co-created? 

1.3 Delimitations 

The first delimitation is to focus on brand activism initiatives tackling the sociopolitical 

issues of climate change. 

Secondly, a delimitation will be to focus on brands that have sustainability as one of their 

core values within the clothing industry. The reason for this is since examining brands 

emphasizing sustainability is too wide and differs from one business sector to another. 

The third delimitation is to focus on brands within the clothing industry that are proven 

to have authentic brand activism throughout their whole business.  

The fourth delimitation is that the thesis will be focusing on the consumer's point of view, 

how they interpret the brand activism initiatives that are shown to them, and what roles 

they think brands have when it comes to forging our purchase behavior.  

The thesis will look at how the consumer thinks that brand activism can be co-created, 

however, the focus will lay on the relationship between the consumer and the brand.  

1.4 Structure 

The study will be divided into seven different chapters. 

The first chapter has provided a background to the research problem, the purpose of the 

study as well as the delimitations and key definitions. 

The literature review in the second and third chapters takes a deep dive into existing 

theories on modern branding, sustainability and branding, brand activism, sustainable 

consumption, and the self-identity in consumption. This is done to clarify the concept of 

brand activism as we can see it today.  Also, a summary of the main topics from the 

literature review will be presented in the fourth chapter. 

The fifth chapter is dedicated to the method. The method section will be presented, and 

the study design will be explained in depth. Also, the reasoning behind the choices of 

research method, sampling procedure, and collection of data will be explained.  
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The sixth chapter will present the results and analysis of the qualitative study. The 

research questions will serve as the outline and connections will be made based on the 

responses from the informants and the theoretical framework. Furthermore, the analysis 

and results will be leading up to the conclusions of the study.   

The seventh and the last chapter of the thesis will present the conclusions of the thesis 

and a discussion of the results. An overview of whether the aim of the study was fulfilled 

will also be presented.  Suggestions for further research will be investigated and 

presented at the very end of the thesis.  

1.5 Key Definitions 

Consumerism – The idea of increased consumption of both goods and services is 

directly connected to a person's happiness and well-being.  Further, the fundamental key 

to happiness is through consumer goods and material possessions. (United Nations, 

2016) 

CSR – Corporate Social Responsibility is a philosophy in which businesses integrate 

environmental and social issues into their business practices. (United Nations, 2020) 

Greenwashing – A business that creates misleading claims that their practices or 

products are green and sustainable, by highlighting individual environmentally friendly 

initiatives. This is typically done through marketing and communication. (Cambridge 

Dictionary, 2020) 

Traceability – Traceability means that complete information for each step in a process 

chain is available. This means that every significant event in the process is verifiable and 

can be deduced. (ISO 8402:1994, 1994) 

Transparency – The transparency of a process is its quality of being easily understood 

or recognized. There are no secrets connected to it since it is expressed clearly. In the 

clothing industry, this can mean that nothing is hidden from the consumer in the process 

of manufacturing the garment. 
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2 BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH BRAND 
ACTIVISM 

To get to the core of the thesis a clarification of what the modern brand is and how it has 

developed to what it is today will be defined in this chapter. Further, the literature on 

sustainability and branding will be visited to see how these two terms can be combined 

and integrated most effectively. The traditional triple-bottom-line concept will be 

presented and from there a description of how to identify green brands will be made. 

Further, a look into how brand equity can be strengthened through sustainability 

integrated branding. Following this, a description of how effective integration of 

sustainability can be achieved through branding according to the literature. All the 

above-mentioned literature ultimately forms brand activism which will be further 

introduced and presented in-depth.  

2.1 Traditional branding and the modern brand 

As the digital era and technologies get more advanced each day, we are now living in a 

world that can be described as hyperconnected. Hyperconnectivity is characterized as 

the widespread habitual use of devices connected to the internet (Cambridge Dictionary, 

2020). This has happened in an unbelievably rapid phase, which has automatically 

resulted in the literature on branding constantly being updated and renewed based on 

new technology and ways of communication. The renewal and updates of the literature 

have resulted in a distinction, which will be processed and explained in this subchapter 

as the traditional branding and the modern brand. 

2.1.1 Traditional branding 

Branding as a concept has moved from being a subject occasionally studied into an 

important topic for both businesses as well as society. Three different perspectives are 

focused on when looking at the traditional literature of branding. These are divided into 

the firm's perspective, the consumer perspective, and the society perspective. 

(Swaminathan, et al., 2020) 

The firm perspective can be divided between two main approaches, the strategic and the 

financial approach. The strategic approach mainly focuses on brand identity, how to 

develop a brand identity, and how to implement brand identity. This is by keeping the 

focus revolving around portfolio architecture, launch, and brand growth as well as 

targeting and positioning (Kapferer, 2012). The financial approach and the research 
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done in this area is mainly focusing on the financial outcomes of branding 

(Swaminathan, et al., 2020).   

The consumer perspective is also divided into two main approaches, the economic 

approach, and the psychological approach. The economic approach and the research 

done are based on three main pillars (Erdem, 1998). (1) How to brand a new product as 

a firm with multiple products, (2) how is the new product received and perceived in terms 

of reputation, and (3) the perceived quality of this new product (Wernerfelt, 1988). An 

overview of the psychological approach is found in the “Consumer-psychology-of-

brands” model (Schmitt, 2012). The model is developed to understand object-centered, 

self-centered, and social engagement when identifying, experiencing, integrating, 

signifying, and connecting with a brand (Schmitt, 2012). Within this perspective, the 

consumers’ behaviours towards a brand are identified to be based on impressions, 

effectiveness, and sensory. (Schmitt, et al., 2015) 

The third perspective presented by Swaminathan, et al. (2020) is the society perspective. 

This perspective is like the former ones also divided into two main approaches, the 

sociological approach, and the cultural approach. The literature explaining the 

sociological approach emphasizes that the brand can be seen as a capsule of meaning 

(O'Guinn, et al., 2019). This capsule is shaped and moulded when the brand is realized, 

produced, and marketed by groups and institutions. One of the culturally most valuable 

insights is that branded merchandise making cultural significance will improve the 

consumers’ life (Miller, 2010). Research also emphasizes that brands with strong cultural 

meanings or a strong cultural background will result in consumption praxis that is 

culturally connected, also known as iconic brands. (Swaminathan, et al., 2020) 

2.1.2 The modern brand 

The hyper-connected world has changed the way that we as humans communicate and 

interact, today we are more accessible than ever and never more than a text or facecall 

away. Hyperconnectivity has naturally also completely changed the ways that consumers 

interact with brands and is constantly developing each day as technology advances.  

The era of hyperconnectivity has led to two main changes in the concept of branding. The 

first one is that brands are moving away from functioning as the single owner and leader 

of the brand. Brands in the hyperconnected world co-create the meaning and experiences 

of the brand together with the consumers and stakeholders parallel to the traditional 

brand owners. Literature refers to this phenomenon as blurring the boundaries of 
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branding. (Swaminathan, et al., 2020) The blurring of brand management has its 

background in that the brand management was designed in a time when the brands had 

complete control of how the consumer was exposed to the communication of the brand. 

This was mainly done through radio and TV broadcasted advertisements and planned 

prints in the newspapers. Today, reviews, pictures, videos, and an overall overflow of 

information are found everywhere. Therefore, brand meaning, and brand experience are 

much harder to control for the brand itself. It is instead a multifaceted co-creation that 

results in the outcome of what the brand meaning, and brand experience are.  

The second change that happens within the concept of branding is referred to as the 

broadening of branding boundaries. This theory revolves around that hyperconnectivity 

has made it possible for already existing brands to expand their playing field both 

societally and geographically. While new entities of branding as explained in the former 

subchapter are born and renewed. These activities have naturally led to a broadening of 

branding. Since marketers are losing somewhat the command of shaping the meaning 

when it comes to how consumers perceive the brand. It opens untraditional brand 

entities e.g., people or ideas to drive a more organized branding (Fournier & Avery, 

2019).  The hyperconnectivity has also led to stakeholders that have not traditionally 

been in focus earlier now can shine in the spotlight, e.g., partners, citizen voters, 

employees, and activists. Another broadening of the branding activities due to 

hyperconnectivity is that brands are seen as actors and drivers by taking part in societal 

controversy. An overlying pressure to use activist initiatives, such as brand activism 

focusing on the socio-political issue of consumption. (Swaminathan, et al., 2020) 

The activist initiatives that Swaminathan, et al. (2020) are referring to in this case relate 

to the core of this thesis. The consumers are through increased communication and by 

forcing transparency demanding the brands also to be active and fight some of the socio-

political issues that are found in the world today. The modern brand shall not only be 

profit-driven, but it is also in the 21st century expected that brands to have a more 

substantial agenda than just bringing in profits. This is in modern-day branding referred 

to as “Brand Activism” a concept that will be explained in depth later in this chapter.    

2.2 Sustainability and Branding 

The main purpose of this thesis is to examine how brand activism can be used as a tool 

to enable more sustainable consumption the literature on the topic of both sustainability 
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and branding will be visited to get a wide overview of the foundation that the literature 

has already forged.  

Sustainability from an academic perspective has ranged from a managerial, marketing, 

and operational point of view and the academically established knowledge has led to 

well-known terms such as CSR (Corporate social responsibility), brand activism, and the 

triple bottom line. The triple bottom line is a model that processes and explains the 

social, environmental, and economic aspects of a business and how these aspects can 

submerge when conducting business, which ultimately leads to a solution that is 

sustainable for society and the environment while giving the company financial benefits 

(Savitz, 2006). This model will be explained in depth later in this chapter.   

A large portion of the literature done on sustainability within a business landscape relate 

to the environmental part of sustainability. In other words, how corporations motivate 

the negative impact on the environment to achieve economic benefits. A model by 

González-Benito & González-Benito (2005) shows how businesses' path towards 

environmental sustainability is decided by ethical, relational, and competitive 

motivations. These motivations are found in three different areas of an organization, 

where communication practices are related to the marketing area, the operational 

practices are related to the operations area and the organizational and planning practices 

are related to the management area. Further, the three main reasons why a firm would 

transform into sustainable practices are according to Bansal and Roth (2000) identified 

as ecological responsibility, legitimation, and competitiveness. From a consumer 

perspective, it has been shown that the environmental and social concerns of the 

consumer create preferences for sustainable companies and products. In contradiction 

to this theory, some researchers emphasize that there is a general conception that 

consuming an environmentally friendly product will result in a trade-off in the form of 

the product being less effective than regular products. (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 

2014) 

The saying “Once a majority embraces an idea it becomes an unstoppable force” goes 

hand in hand with the saying “Nothing attracts a crowd, like a crowd” which also is the 

goal of the brands acting as brand activists. It has now been more than 30 years since the 

Butland Report underlined that if future prosperity wants to be reached, the importance 

of sustainability is undeniable (World Commission on Environment and Development, 

1987). With this being emphasized several decades ago it is even more relevant today 

than it was in 1987. 
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The interest and the realization of the importance when it comes to including sustainable 

business practices is growing and there is a trend where firms are becoming more and 

more interested to learn about sustainability. While the mindset of some organizations 

is still driven by maximizing profits through exploiting resources, even if it is proven that 

firms with this mindset will not survive in the long run. Businesses need to contribute to 

society with a purpose and value, which leads to responsible capitalism rather than 

traditional shareholder capitalism (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 2014).  

2.2.1 The triple bottom line 

One of the most comprehensive definitions of sustainability is that development shall 

meet the present needs without compromising for future generations. This was brought 

forward by the WCED (World Commission on Environment and Development) in 1987.  

However, this definition has been hard for businesses to implement since it is rather 

abstract. Abstract in the sense that nothing is identifying the needs of today versus the 

needs in the future. For organizations to get a better grip on what is demanded from 

them, the more perspicuous Triple Bottom Line Concept was developed (Gimenez, et al., 

2012).  

The triple bottom line concept (Elkinton, 1997) can be traced back to 1997 when the 

author, advisor, and serial entrepreneur John Elkinton claims to first have coined the 

term. The triple bottom line is a framework that emphasizes that firms should not only 

include the financial bottom-line profit or loss but rather include the social and 

environmental aspects as well. These categories are also usually referred to as the three 

P:s people, planet, profit (Slaper, 2011). In the framework, Elkington sketches a model 

where these three categories are overlapping each other and that sustainability is defined 

as the place where economic, social realities, and, environmental health are met, this is 

illustrated in figure 1. 
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Figure 1, The Triple Bottom Line Illustrated   

 

Source: (Slaper, 2011) 

The concept of the triple bottom line includes people, planet, and profit to help 

businesses understand that the long-term sustainability of an organization requires 

much more than just financial equity. It also helps to clarify that when businesses are 

considering how sustainability is defined for them it does not necessarily mean the need 

to give up the notion of financial success.  

When it comes to measuring the triple bottom line there is not a commonly recognized 

way of doing it. However, this is also one of the strengths, since it allows the adapter to 

freely shape the framework, so it suits their entity, businesses, or non-profits. Slaper 

(2011) argues that there is not a black-and-white way of measuring the TBL since a lot is 

defined by what type of entity is using the framework and what practices they do. 

Furthermore, Slaper chooses to present that if the TBL needs to be measured it can be 

divided according to the framework into Economic Measures, Environmental Measures, 

and Social Measures.  

The Economic Measures deal with the traditional flows of money such as income and 

taxes. But also, the business climate, diversity, employment, etc.  
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The Environmental Measures represent the actual impacts the business has on the 

environment, this can be seen in terms of energy usage, exploitation of natural resources, 

and toxic/solid waste. 

Social Measures are the variables that refer to the health and well-being of stakeholders, 

the quality of life they have, social capital but also education, accessibility to social 

resources as well as equity.  

The concept of the Triple Bottom Line has changed the way that not only businesses but 

also how governments and non-profits act and measure the sustainability of their 

organization. Looking beyond the baseline set out to be the people, planet, and profit the 

TBL allows organizations to tailor the concept to fit the specific need of the entity.  

2.2.2 Identifying brands’ level of sustainability 

In the literature, there are two main ways to identify the sustainability level of a brand. 

These are presented in two different models. The first model was presented by Pflanz in 

2014 where the researcher divides businesses into three categories. (1) Businesses that 

have sustainability as their core value. (2) activities connected to sustainability are 

integrated into the firm's core values. (3) Firms keeping sustainability values as a 

guarantee (Grubor & Milovanov, 2017).  

The second model dives a little deeper by dividing firms into four different groups which 

are referred to as, Unsung heroes, Free Passers, Losers, and Winners.  

The unsung heroes are identified as brands with no or very little public awareness, but 

still have strong engagement when it comes to sustainable practices. The free passers are 

on the other hand identified as brands with some reputation of being sustainable but 

with limited to almost no engagement with sustainability. The Losers are identified with 

limited public awareness and limited to no sustainability engagement. Lastly, the 

winners are identified as brands that have emphasized engagement towards 

sustainability and are being recognized by the public for this. (Grubor & Milovanov, 

2017) 

Identifying brands' sustainability level is closely related to the “typology of brand 

activism” that will be presented in chapter 2.3.1, where the literature clearly defines, that 

authenticity is connected to the alignment of sustainable practices within all the aspects 

of the business. To achieve authentic sustainability, the activities need to be followed 

throughout the whole business and its stakeholders.  
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2.2.3 Brand equity and sustainability 

Grubor and Milanov's (2017) literature report on brand strategies in the era of 

sustainability states that companies with sustainable brand equity and sustainable 

practices attract consumers with strong green preferences and perceptions. Further, 

consumers that feel satisfied with products or services that are fulfilling their needs, 

desires, and expectations are more likely to favour these companies. Moreover, this 

creates a competitive advantage in the aspect of gaining public recognition and end-

consumer satisfaction.  

When it comes to studies done on brand equity and sustainability, it has been shown that 

consumers would prefer to buy from environmentally responsible companies. Further, 

roughly four out of five consumers underline the importance of working for a company 

that is conducting sustainability practices (Grubor & Milovanov, 2017).  

Natanski and Baglione (2014) present the model that is illustrated in figure 3 as the 

Sustainability-Profitability Relationship model. This model is showing how 

sustainability practices positively impact brand equity, leading to increased profits. 

  
Figure 2, Sustainability-Profitability Relationship Model 

 

Source: (Natanski & Baglione, 2014) 

The model starts by describing that sustainability within a business should be related to 

economic, environmental, and social practices. The business reputation is created by 

promoting these sustainable practices, further affecting all stakeholders of the company 

(described in the Sustainability-Profitability Relationship model as employees, 
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intermediaries, and customers). Together the stakeholders form brand equity through 

attribution. Ultimately strengthening market shares and contributing to increased 

profits.  

2.2.4 Integration of sustainability through branding 

Sustainability has been identified as a megatrend (Lubin & Esty, 2010; Kumar & 

Christodoulopoulou, 2014) and the integration of sustainability is of great strategic 

significance (Lubin & Esty, 2010). Chandler (1962) has made extensive literature on 

strategy and structure and presents a model called the SSP Paradigm, which describes 

the strategy, structure, and performance of a firm. The SSP model can be applied to show 

how a strategy with a focus on sustainable practices can prompt attractive results. As 

indicated by the SSP Paradigm, a strategy needs to be upheld by a reasonable structure 

to drive results. Chandler further explains that if the landscape surrounding a firm is 

changing the baseline strategy of the firm needs to be updated to follow (Chandler, 1962). 

The sustainability megatrend is changing the landscape around the businesses, which 

results in that sustainability needs to be integrated into business strategies for them to 

survive and thrive. Kotler (2011), underlined this by stating that to be able to operate 

sustainably, radical modifications must be done throughout all divisions of a firm 

including marketing, production, finance, research, development, etc. (Kotler, 2011).   

By integrating sustainability through branding in a firm’s practices, they can attract 

consumers that are concerned about environmental and sustainable topics and thereby 

establish a competitive advantage (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 2014). Furthermore, 

several types of marketing practices can be applied for a firm to integrate sustainability 

through branding. Kumar and Chrisdoulopoulou suggest that the integration of 

sustainability in branding can be done through the firm's communication practices, such 

as advertising, product packaging, and all other promotional practices that the firm 

conducts. The authors also underline that the sustainability attributes of the firm shall 

when possible integrate sustainability into all divisions of the firm. These sustainable 

attributes can then be seen in the company reports as well as in the sustainability reports. 

By integrating sustainability into the whole mindset of the firm the brand identity of the 

firm will also be transformed into a sustainability-oriented brand.  If being successful in 

the aspect of transforming the brand into a sustainability-oriented one, recognition will 

follow. There are several ranking systems and by being recognized as a green brand 

further advantages follow the brand to support the efforts done in the sustainability 

aspect.  
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Kumar and Chrisdoulopoulou (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 2014) suggest a 

framework called Integration for sustainability – implementation. The framework 

follows three main steps and is by identifying and forming, applying and measuring, 

communicating, creating, and building which will lead the firm towards successful 

integration. This framework is illustrated in figure 3.  

 
Figure 3, Integration for sustainability – implementation 

 

Source: (Kumar & Christodoulopoulou, 2014) 

The first step is to identify all the social and environmental issues and concerns of all the 

stakeholders (customers, investors, employees, suppliers, and communities) in the firm. 

By considering all stakeholders and by identifying the social and environmental concerns 

of the firm, the management can form a strategy that will outline which principles the 

sustainability integration should focus on.  

In the second step, the firm should plan and implement sustainability initiatives. As 

described earlier in this chapter the sustainability practices and efforts must be aligned 
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throughout all divisions of the firm.  Following this, the management should measure 

the results of the sustainability initiatives.  

The third step is continuous communication and overall management of the brand, this 

must be done continuously to connect the performance of the firm to the sustainability 

strategy. The marketers of the firms need to find the outcomes of the sustainability 

practices and how it is relevant to the firm's stakeholders' environmental and social 

concerns. If executed perfectly this information should be available already in the first 

step of the model, however in reality this usually needs a constant renewal of the 

formation of the strategy. After the significant sustainability practices and results are 

determined, they should be reliably communicated in all ways possible, e.g., company, 

CSR and sustainability reports, product packaging, advertisements, etc. (Kumar & 

Christodoulopoulou, 2014) 

This implementation results in stakeholders becoming aware of the sustainability 

practices of the firm and thereby making a connection to the brand as it is sustainable, 

responsible, and considerable. This stakeholder awareness improves the brand image 

and brand value since it is directly connected to the stakeholders' social and 

environmental concerns. These implementations are part of the first steps towards 

achieving authentic brand activism with a focus on sustainability.  

2.3 Brand Activism  

The traditional outline of marketing is dealing with the 4 p:s, Product, Promotion, Price, 

and Place. All with the same agenda, to increase market share. But as Hyperconnectivity 

has become a vital part of our everyday life we can now see that the consumer is expecting 

firms to focus on one additional P, purpose. Hyperconnectivity is one of the reasons why 

we are rapidly changing the way we communicate, see, and interact with brands. Hand 

in hand comes a time when consumers are demanding brands to participate in activism 

and take a political stance and do greater good than just selling a product or service.  

The literature on CSR (corporate social responsibility) and Brand Activism is often seen 

to be closely related. This in case by case is true, however, two key elements set them 

apart. Firstly, CSR is mainly focusing on actions and the consequence of action. Secondly, 

CSR activity is often viewed as what is good for most of society. According to Vredenburg, 

et. al. (2020) Brand activism is carried out when a brand is identified with four 

characteristics.  
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1) The brand is value-driven and has a purpose. These values and purposes shall 

ultimately result in a contribution to societal goals and change the interest of the wider 

public. Interests such as environmental and social benefits shall be a more important 

goal for the firm than its economic interest to reach authentic brand activism.  

2) The brand is addressing socio-political issues that are found in our society 

(controversial, polarized, or contested socio-political issues). The controversial or 

contested issues are of different relevance and interest from person to person and 

therefore a brand cannot create values that all customers agree upon. This can in practice 

disunite customer groups which ultimately can lead to polarization.  

3) Brand activism can address any socio-political issue and the issue the firm is fighting 

can by nature be conservative or even progressive.  

4) The firm is fighting the socio-political issue with its brand practice and brand 

messaging. Brand activism is involving both tangible practices and intangible messaging. 

Brand messaging is not the only part that is needed for brand activism to be authentic, 

alignment with values, and purpose need to be followed throughout the whole firm. The 

messages shall be backed up by the tangible resources of the firm, such as employees, 

stakeholders, and customers. (Vredenburg, et al., 2020). 

The aligned practices and the messages that are contributed through the brand are 

necessary to reach authentic brand activism, however, in addition to this, the four factors 

mentioned above also need to build on each other to create authenticity. In contrast, 

unauthentic brand activism is created when the values, purpose, and messages are 

unaligned. In other words, when the brands' communications are disconnected from the 

values, purpose, and practices when engaging in socio-political movements leads to 

inauthentic brand activism, also known as Woke-Washing. (Vredenburg, et al., 2020) 

While woke-washing can generate increased brand equity short-term. Firms need to 

realize what is at stake. When participating in unauthentic brand activism or woke-

washing firms jeopardize the impact of ever reaching authenticity. Activist marketing 

communication that is containing debatable statements that are central to a customer's 

purchasing decision may contribute to irreparable damage to the customer's trust. 

(Shetty, et al., 2019) 
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2.3.1 Brand Activism typology 

The literature on brand activism uses a framework of typology to illustrate the level of 

authenticity of brand activism. The levels are divided from Q1 to Q4 depending on the 

level of authenticity and illustrated below in figure 4.  

Figure 4, Typology of Brand Activism 

 

Source: (Vredenburg, et al., 2020) 

Q1, Absence of Brand Activism is where a firm completely lacks the intention of 

building activism around the firm's brand. The risk with this approach is that when 

marketing is evolving, and customers are demanding more from their brands than pure 

products it puts the firm with the absence of brand activism at harm and unable to grow 

now and in the future.  

Q2, Silent Brand Activism is where firms engage and embrace socio-political issues 

as the core of their purpose, values, and strategic focus. However, the firms are engaging 

and taking part in these issues behind the scenes in silence. For now, this type of brand 

activism tends to have a smaller market share and less power to influence change even if 

its activism activities are morally grounded. The reason why this type of silent brand 

activism is found researchers tend to think is that the firms are building authenticity in 

silence to later communicate it to the public with close to nothing to lose.  
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Q3, Authentic Brand Activism, these are the firms that should be textbook examples 

when it comes to successful brand activism. This type of brand activism is authentic since 

the activist marketing, the firm values, and the prosocial practices are followed through 

and aligned with the firm's business. There are two main reasons why this type of 

branding is preferable to other ones mentioned here. (Vredenburg, et al., 2020) First, it 

is true throughout all aspects of the firm's business. Second, it results in the highest 

brand equity possible. Further, some great examples of firms that have managed to build 

authentic brand activism are Ben & Jerry’s, Patagonia, and Tom’s.  

Q4, Inauthentic Brand Activism, the most problematic aspect when talking about 

brand activism is the inauthentic one, which unluckily is quite common. These firms lack 

values, purpose, and practices that are connected to a socio-political issue which as 

mentioned earlier leads to “Woke-Washing”. Inauthenticity does not only harm brand 

equity, but it also has a direct connection to customer distrust, which ultimately limits 

the potential of social change. (Vredenburg, et al., 2020) Firms today create identity 

brands, where consumers identify with a belief system by engaging in activism. If this 

then is shown to be all false claims the distrust for the brand in question can be 

permanent.  

2.3.2 Boycott vs. Buycott 

All these typologies result in different reactions from different consumers. One particular 

action when dealing with brand activism or controversy, in general, is the art of economic 

activism, boycotting. 

Change happens when the status quo erupts. When change is happening there will be a 

clear division between stakeholders wanting to maintain the status quo and stakeholders 

that want to erupt the status quo, in other words, seek a changed world.  These eruptions 

may be based on advocating for or against climate change, gun control, transgender 

rights, racial justice, etc. When firms decide how to tackle and take a stance on these 

questions it will always come with a risk. Since taking a stance always comes with the 

possibility of upsetting the firm's customers, employees, or partners that disagree with 

the firm's standpoints. (Moorman, 2020) 

Nooshin Warren, assistant professor of marketing at the University of Arizona 

mentioned in a TED x UofA talk in 2019 that the long-term effect when firms engage in 

authentic activism is that the market will be divided into two groups, which she referred 

to as the boycotters and the buycotters. The boycotters are angry customers that want to 
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punish the firm while the buycotters are the customers that stand by the firm's values 

and want to reward them. A boycott usually leads to a negativity bias, in other words, 

they are talked about more in the mainstream media and thereby attract more attention 

(Warren, 2019). The phenomena of the negativity bias caused are in this case based on 

the expression “Firestorm” (Scholz & Smith, 2019).  

The characteristic of a so-called firestorm is that suddenly a wave of negative responses 

from consumers concerning a person, a firm, a brand, or a group is attacked on social 

media. These firestorms can be based on rumours or actions done by the stakeholders; 

however, it is usual that they are based on assumptions and opinions and are therefore 

not necessarily true. (Hansen, et al., 2018) In case a company finds itself in a firestorm 

caused by its socio-political stance (fighting for the climate, racial justice, transgender 

rights, etc.) that ultimately leads to a boycott of the firm's products or services studies 

has shown that the firms' sales, revenue, and cash flow will drop at the first sight of a 

boycott. (Hansen, et al., 2018) However, when brands engage in authentic activism it is 

shown that boycotts die out soon and when customers learn that their belief system is 

close to the firm, their support and loyalty will increase (Bhagwat, et al., 2020).  

When a boycott of this kind happens, firms are going to lose customers at first, they are 

going to anger people and it will be seen all over Twitter, Instagram, and other social 

media platforms, however as long as the firm knows that they are on the right side of 

history (i.e. fighting for human rights or the environment) and they know that they are 

gaining street credibility, and in the long run, a brand of this kind boycotts will not hurt 

the company if anything it will make the customers that stand by their side become even 

more loyal.  
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3 CONSTRUCTING SUSTAINABLE CONSUMPTION 

Ever since environmental activism started in the 1970s the quest for a society that 

practices sustainable consumption has been fought for. The discussion gained further 

traction during the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio, where “Changing consumer patterns” 

was devoted a chapter on its own. The discussion around changing the consumer 

patterns was dedicated to civil society, governments, and businesses to take actions that 

would lead to a more sustainable planet by restructuring the consumption (Holt, 2012). 

Ever since the early 1990s, the recognition of global consumption as unsustainable is 

consistent (Sahakian & Wilhite, 2014).  

The society's current economic model is linear, the model starts with the extraction of 

resources to manufacturing following distribution, purchasing to disposal. The linear 

economic model does not interact at all with following sustainable consumption. There 

is a solution to this issue that sounds straightforward in theory but comes with some 

rather considerable difficulties in practice. A transformation of the economy needs to be 

driven by governments, companies, and citizens. The governments must encourage 

responsible production and legislate so that companies produce in an environmentally 

friendly way and take responsibility for their externalities. Consumers must demand 

responsible products and make informed decisions while shopping. Companies must 

design products responsibly and replace the linear production model with a circular one 

in which obsolete products are repaired and reused. A lot of people are already working 

to achieve a circular economy, but it is necessary to keep on innovating to create a more 

sustainable planet.  

3.1 Engaging consumers in sustainable practices 

Apte and Sesh (2016) argue that there are five main activities that businesses can use to 

engage the consumer to embrace a more sustainable consumption and lifestyle. The 

activities can also be seen as different brand activism initiatives that can be followed out 

and interpreted freely by the firm depending on the level of radicality the firm wants to 

achieve.  

These will be presented and discussed below.  

3.1.1 Understanding consumer's attitudes towards sustainable products 

To understand the evolving attitudes that the consumer has towards sustainability, a 

study conducted by Nielsen has identified that consumers can be classified in different 
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shades of green based on their attitudes and habits. There are three main categories 

where the consumer is divided into, which is dark green, light green, and non-green 

(Apte & Sheth, 2016).   

The dark green consumer is the one that does the research, puts in the time and effort, 

and is genuinely interested and cares about sustainability. This is also the consumer that 

is ready to pay more for sustainable products or services.  

The light green consumer is interested in sustainability and cares about environmental 

protection to some extent. This consumer is attracted to sustainable products and is only 

ready to pay more for a sustainable product if it has significant additional value. 

The non-green consumer does not consider or care about the environmental and social 

issues when it comes to their purchase decision-making process.  

When it comes to buying sustainable products, there is in literature a consensus that 

consumers tend to think that sacrifice is made when buying a sustainable product. This 

perception usually revolves around that the product is more expensive or not as 

appealing or attractive from a quality or design point of view. Further, consumers also 

tend to be sceptical when it comes to the trustworthiness of the environmental claims 

that are made by businesses.  

However, Apte and Sheth are emphasizing that the current megatrend of sustainability 

has increased the demand for sustainable products in a phase that businesses are not 

fulfilling the demand of the consumers right now. Consumers are just waiting for 

someone to be able to provide them with sustainable products that are competitive in 

availability, cost, and quality. Businesses that already have successfully managed to 

follow this through and can be used as good examples are e.g., Patagonia, Whole Foods, 

and Chipotle (Apte & Sheth, 2016). 

3.1.2 Personal and relevant sustainability communication 

Sustainability-embedded communication is a modern everyday practice whether the 

business is sustainable or not. Greenwashing is a common problem in modern-day and 

has ultimately made terms like “Eco-Friendly”, “Green” and “Ethically Sourced” 

overused that they are next to meaningless. Therefore, to have authentic communication 

the messaging that sustainable businesses shall deliver to the consumer has to be 

tailored, personal, and relevant (Apte & Sheth, 2016).  
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Marketers must make sure that the communication they deliver to the consumer 

captures the multifaceted nature of sustainability. If this is not followed through the 

consumer will have a hard time believing that the company is being truthful and 

transparent. In addition to this, is that it is not only enough to emphasize the 

sustainability of the product or service, a matter of fact is that it needs to comply that the 

price, style, and functionality of the product also is satisfying the consumer.  

To develop meaningful communication with the consumer the marketer can think about 

“The What”, “The How” and “The When” 

To start the marketer needs to develop the communication from the consumer's “What's 

in it for me?” approach. When developed this way the consumer will be more open to 

understanding how the purchase will indirectly or directly positively affect the ones close 

to them, and the realization that leads to the purchase will follow up by becoming a 

routine. The consumers' overall concern with sustainability impact often goes in the 

order family, community, nation, and the planet. (Apte & Sheth, 2016) 

When it comes to dealing with “The how”, as mentioned that businesses communicating 

themselves as being sustainable will not have any credibility if the claims are not backed 

up by matching the consumers' expectations of the products or services. The fact is that 

sustainability does not work if it is set out as a separate business function, nor is it 

considered as an “add-on”. It works best when it is fully integrated into all the sectors of 

the business.  

Businesses should see the opportunities found in the millennial/generation Y when 

talking about “The Who”. Sustainability has been a big part of the millennials purchasing 

habits from the start of their so-called shopping careers. The millennials are not listening 

to traditional advertising that businesses have been following now for decades. This 

group has grown up with hyperconnectivity and is therefore using different forms of 

communication compared to the older generations. (Apte & Sheth, 2016) 

3.1.3 Giving the consumer the product life cycle approach 

The third activity that Apte and Sheth (2016) suggest is to educate the consumer on the 

overall product life cycle. To understand the sustainability of a product, the LCA, life 

cycle assessment can be used to examine the environmental impacts the product has. 

The LCA takes into consideration all the basic aspects of production. These are:  
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- Sourcing materials responsibly (considering social aspects, such as minimum 

wage, sustainable agriculture, etc.). 

- Manufacturing the product (minimizing non-renewables consumed). 

- Using the product (designing the product to last and e.g. consume less water or 

electricity as well as increasing the quality of the product). 

- Disposing of the product (making sure it is disposable or making your own supply 

chain of disposal by for instance collecting used devices).  

3.1.4 Encourage proper product disposal 

Hand in hand with the last point of the product life cycle approach the consumer has 

increased concern about the social and environmental impacts of the post-usage of a 

product or service. It has been proved that consumers to some extents are considering if 

the product is disposable when making the purchase decision (Apte & Sheth, 2016). One 

way to right away convince the consumer that the disposability of the product is ensured 

is simply by providing the product with sustainable packaging. However, disposability 

extends the product life cycle far beyond just the packaging of the product.  

According to Apte and Sheth, the company Patagonia can once again be used as the 

textbook example of a “closed-loop” for mindful consumption. They are throughout the 

business maintaining responsible, transparent, and traceable processes.  

The real competitive advantage of a sustainable business can be obtained if the company 

manages to make it easy for the consumer to take “add-on” sustainable actions. If this 

can be done sustainability practices goes from being something abstract to being 

something simple and personal and consumers are willing to pay the extra dollar for this 

complacency. 

3.1.5 Engaging the consumer in sustainable consumption 

To get to a more sustainable consumption pattern a long-term change in consumer 

behaviour is needed. The needed change and visible outcome will first be obtained once 

all stakeholders take part in the needed actions.  

Overconsumption is an overall multifaceted issue. The first way forward to fix the 

problem is by getting enough stakeholders to realize that overconsumption is an actual 

real-life problem that is happening right now. Opportunities in the developed world to 
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promote new, more sustainable ways of consumption are out there. Ever since the 

industrial era we have as humans and consumers lived in the faith that we shall consume 

the best and the biggest we can afford, and that individual success is measured by the 

total of what we physically own. However, there is limited to no proof that this is what 

makes a human happy or healthy.  

There is a trend today driven by millennials called “down-shifting” where people choose 

to work less and thereby consume less for more free time, allowing them to live in the 

phase that they please. The consensus around reduced consumption in correlation to 

corporate profits is found when businesses decide to focus on making consumption 

smarter and thereby communicating to consumers that there is an intelligent way to 

consume. (Apte & Sheth, 2016) 

3.2 Sustainable consumption through market construction 

Sahakian and Wilhite (2014) argue that there is a big difference in environmental 

consequence when it comes to the actions, we as consumers are doing contra the impact 

it has.  Consumers might engage in a lot of activities and consumption that are 

sustainable daily, but the activities might not, in the long run, have any greater impact. 

For instance, riding your bike to work every day to act sustainable but then flying long 

haul for a vacation can be seen as the same activity as driving to work every day but not 

traveling abroad on vacation, in other words, the long-term impact of acting sustainably 

by choosing biking is not necessarily directly positively affecting the environment. Holt 

(2012) follows this by presenting the phenomena that he refers to as the construction of 

unsustainability. This is when consumers are asked to make a purchase decision and 

choose between benefits or ethically grounded products, the choice of ethically grounded 

products is rare. 

Holt (2012) states that a lot of the research done on sustainable consumption points to 

consumerism as the big thief, even though this might not be the main problem. 

According to Holt, the deviations between consumers are mainly found in different 

markets, rather than between consumers who are environmentally aware or not. The 

unsustainability differences between markets are according to Holt based on market 

ideologies that have been neutralized over the years. Holt emphasizes that some of the 

most environmentally cautious consumers can also desire fresh vegetables and fruit the 

whole year-round. Holt continues by emphasizing that with the right strategies, the 

unsustainability in the constructed markets can be reversed, even if it needs to be 
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addressed one market at a time. This is referred to as the ideological Lock-In and the 

Market-led transformations which will be explained below. (Holt, 2012) 

3.2.1 Market reproduction of unsustainable consumption 

Many severe unsustainable patterns of consumption accumulate as unintended effects 

of market construction. In the structure of the economy, unsustainable consumption 

becomes sedimentary, which results in a form of path dependency, that varies from 

traditional economic accounts. Based on this, Holt (2012) developed the concept of 

ideological lock-in to describe the cultural pillars of unsustainable consumption. 

Via three processes, the ideological lock-in becomes institutionally “sticky”.  

- The naturalization of cultural discourse of market ideology. 

- The habit of regular consumption activities represents the ideology.  

- The materialization of the ideology backstage of market institutions that organize 

the market according to the ideological assumptions.  (Holt, 2012) 

3.2.2 Movement led market transformation  

While Holt (2012) does not contradict that consumerism is a part of unsustainable 

consumption, Holt states that consumerism is so deeply embedded in our personas that 

it is impossible to change quickly enough to manage the problems we face today. Instead, 

he suggests that environmental activism should focus on the markets that have 

developed unsustainable consumption as a result of unintended consequences. If 

sustainable consumption is to be reached, the ideological lock-in needs to be 

transformed so that it does not reproduce the unsustainable consumption patterns 

across markets. Effective market-facing social movements are required for this 

alternative sustainability strategy to fly. Since the process of transformation needs to aim 

at specific market ideologies organizations and activities, market-by-market strategies 

must be developed successfully rather than an underlying shift in consumer culture. A 

federation of market movements is required for sustainable consumption to happen. 

Each market movement needs a specifically developed strategy to identify and take 

advantage of that market's most defenseless “lock-in” feature. Holt emphasizes that 

these specific marketplace battles are the most straightforward to transform 

consumption practices and move toward a more sustainable society (Holt, 2012).  
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3.3 Self-identity in consumption 

It is of substantial importance to study sustainable consumption from the perspective of 

self-identity since it is deeply embedded with both identity creation and development. 

To get a grip on how self-identity in consumption has been formed. The self-concept was 

developed to explain the choices consumers make regarding brands and products and 

can be used to explain the self-identity in consumption (Sirgy, 1982).  

When conducting a purchase process, the consumer will unintentionally evaluate how 

the people around them will react and how it matched with the consumers' image of 

themself (Sirgy, et al., 2014).  The evaluation that is made is based on the individual's 

objective feelings and thoughts, which is defined as self-identity. (Sirgy, 1982) 

3.3.1 The social identity 

When the self-concept theory is being discussed it is worth mentioning that an 

individual's self-concept is somewhat formed by the social groups and categories that 

surround the individual (Hogg & Reid, 2006). The individuals' associations with 

different social categories and groups and their emotional importance towards the 

specific groups are categorized as the social identity, in clear words, which social group 

the individual feels like he or she is fitting into.  

The clearest way to describe a social group is, that it is an array of people with shared 

values and similarities within their self-identification. (Hogg & Reid, 2006). Social 

identity has a strong role when talking about a transformation from consumerism to 

sustainable consumption since the transition phase is not only revolving around the 

individual but rather a result of the values of a group. 

3.3.2 The multi-dimensional self and its motivational drivers 

Most of the research done complies and agrees with the self-concept developed by Sirgy 

(1982). If de-constructing the self-concept, multifaceted layers are revealed. These are 

the different self-images an individual has. Sirgy divided these into two main categories, 

The Private Self and The Public Self.  

The Private Self is then again divided into two subcategories, the actual self, and the 

ideal self. These might speak for themselves, but the actual self is how the individual 

perceives. The ideal self is the optimal version of itself. (Sirgy, 1982) 
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The Public Self is also divided into two subcategories, the social self, and the ideal social 

self. The social self is defined as the belief that others have about him or her and the 

image that the individual shows to others The ideal social self is the image that the 

individual wants to be perceived as by others. (Sirgy, 1982; Sirgy, et al., 2014) 

The Multi-dimensional self-concept is illustrated below in figure 5. The bottom bracket 

is further explaining the motivational drivers of the concept which will be described 

below.  

Figure 5, The Multi-dimensional self-concept and the motivational drivers 

 

Source: (Sirgy, et al., 2014) 

To get a deeper understanding of the self-concept, the motivational drivers of this 

phenomenon need to be identified (bottom bracket of figure 5). Sirgy (1982) presents in 

the framework that two main motivational drivers influence the self-concept. These are 

based on self-consistency and self-esteem. Motivational drivers affect brand choices and 

consumption behaviour. Thus, these drivers are also affecting to what extent sustainable 

consumption is followed through (Sirgy, 1982).  

The actual self is driven by the motive of self-consistency. As an example, the individual 

buys a product that agrees with the individual self-image. A motive driven by self-esteem 

is for example if the individual strives toward coming closer to the ideal self. Then the 

consumer is buying products that are perceived as positive. Further, the individual might 

choose not to buy a product that is typically perceived as negative to avoid social 
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embarrassment (Sirgy, 1982). In terms of sustainable consumption, this can be 

translated as the consumer would be motivated to buy sustainable products in case it 

enhances the consumers' self-esteem or self-image.  

Social self-consistency is found under the social self this means that it is valuable for the 

consumer to maintain a specific image of the people in their surroundings (Sirgy, et al., 

2014). Therefore, it would feel contradictory for the consumer to act in a way that is not 

expected from them (Sirgy, 1982). Lastly, the ideal social self is affected by the social 

approval motive. To exemplify this, the consumer would take part in specific actions, 

that directly lead to positive reactions and ultimately become an activity that is positively 

perceived by others (Sirgy, 1982). 

To further specify the self-concept the researchers Schenk and Holman presented a third 

type of self, the situational self that is expanding beyond the private self and the public 

self. The situational self is explained as the consumer interacting with others, it can 

observe and adapt to fit into different social groups depending on the situational setting 

(Schenk & Holman, 1980). The reason for this behaviour is due to the desired self-image 

is fluid and changeable depending on the situation and the individuals surrounding the 

consumer.  
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4 SUMMARY OF THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

This chapter discusses and presents a summary of the literature that has been included 

in chapters 2 and 3. To get a better understanding of how brand activism, branding & 

sustainability, sustainable consumption, and self-identity can be connected the 

illustration Figure 6 is included below.   

The first chapter was included to get a clear perspective on how researchers define 

branding and the modern brand. This chapter touched upon how hyperconnectivity has 

changed the way that brands communicate and what consumers expect from a brand. 

Swaminathan et al. (2020) are emphasizing the fact that the branding theory is slightly 

outdated due to the new means of connectivity and communication. (Swaminathan, et 

al., 2020). Therefore, a suggestion of blurring and broadening the theory on branding to 

make it mirror modern society has been made.  

Since the thesis is delimited to focus on sustainable consumption through brand activism 

the theoretical framework continues by revisiting the already established ways that 

sustainability and branding as concepts go together. The traditional triple bottom line 

concept that can be traced back to 1997 is explained to show that in modern society 

businesses cannot thrive unless taking both the people and the planet into account rather 

than simply focusing on profits (Slaper, 2011). Further, by identifying what a green brand 

is and extending into explaining the Sustainability-profitability relationship model 

(Natanski & Baglione, 2014; Grubor & Milovanov, 2017). A model that is popularly used 

to strengthen brand equity by introducing sustainability practices. To get an 

understanding of how this can be used in practice, the Integration and implementation 

model by Kumar and Christodoulopoulou (2014) is presented and explained. Building 

upon what is expected from brands in modern-day society, a foundation of what brand 

activism is, and the different typologies were presented to get a clear understanding of 

the differences between authentic and inauthentic brand activism. When it comes to 

brand activism the focus for firms according to research is to have a value-driven 

purpose, address socio-political problems found in our society and align the fight against 

these issues throughout all aspects of their business activities. (Vredenburg, et al., 2020) 

This concludes the sustainable brand activism as a concept and how authentic brand 

activism is achieved. The chapter “Building sustainability through brand activism” 

focuses on the brand owners’ side of the story, however, there is a need for cooperation 

between brands and consumers to achieve sustainable consumption. Therefore, one 
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more pillar of the theoretical framework is needed, this pillar is referred to as the 

“Construction of sustainable consumption”.  

To understand how the consumer acts when choosing whether to purchase sustainable 

services and products the construction of sustainable consumption was investigated and 

presented. This model was mainly based on Apte & Sesh (2016) that argues five key 

points to follow to engage a consumer to embrace sustainable consumption. Holt (2012) 

follows this by suggesting what type of engagement firms can do to achieve a form of 

sustainable market transformation. 

To follow this the individual level of consumption was re-visited, and the well-

established theory of the Self-concept presented by Sirgy (1982) was discussed and 

presented to understand the social identity, the multi-dimensional self, and the 

situational self in consumption. Self-identity is the most deeply embedded when it comes 

to identity creation and development and ultimately also a way to understand the 

consumers' consumption behaviours.  
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Figure 6, Summary of the Theoretical Framework 

  

Source: Own illustration 

Using figure 6 as a baseline for what has been learned through the literature that has 

been included in the thesis so far, the theoretical framework suggests that there are two 

main sides, Brand activism, and Sustainable consumption. These two need to be co-

created with continuous engagement in sustainable practices to achieve “The sustainable 

Consumer”. The main goal of this thesis is to collect data through semi-structured 

interviews with eligible consumers to investigate if brand activism can be used as a tool 

to enable more sustainable consumption.  This will be reached with the help of the 

following research questions.  

RQ1: How does the consumer interpret brand activism initiatives addressing the socio-

political issue of climate change? 

RQ2: What is expected from brands to oppose unsustainable consumption? 

RQ3: In what way can brand activism be co-created? 
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5 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter discusses and clarifies the research methodology that has been chosen and 

aims to explain the empirical part of this study. Starting off the research method will be 

presented and following the reasons behind choosing an abductive research approach. 

The choice of collecting data through semi-structured interviews will be discussed and 

how the sampling procedure was decided. Following this, the interview guide and the 

informants participating in the study will be presented. Finally, a discussion of how the 

data was analysed and the research quality will be explained.  

5.1 Abductive Research Approach 

An inductive research approach begins with specific observations and builds on general 

patterns while a deductive approach begins with identifying hypotheses based on the 

theoretical framework before the data collection begins. Induction allows the researcher 

to identify meaningful dimensions throughout the study without determining what is 

important in advance. Inductive and deductive research approaches can however be 

combined in the way that some of the survey/interview questions are determined 

deductively while certain questions are left open to be able to make an inductive analysis 

based on the informants’ answers. A survey can go from being inductive, where the 

researcher identifies the important issues, to being deductive, where the researcher 

confirms the results. After that, the researcher goes back to an inductive method to look 

for other hypotheses or unforeseen factors. (Patton, 2015) 

This study will adopt an abductive approach, which has elements of both the deductive 

and inductive approaches. This is because usually, neither an inductive nor a deductive 

research approach is the only option. Commonly, researchers use both approaches 

throughout the different phases of their study. Through an abductive approach, new 

ideas are generated (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016). However, it is important to note that 

an abductive approach is not a mix of an inductive and deductive approach since 

abduction has new elements of its own kind (Alvesson & Sköldberg, 2008). 

In an abductive research approach, previous theories can be a source of inspiration for 

discovering patterns that provide an understanding of the topic in question (Alvesson & 

Sköldberg, 2008). During the research process the researcher shifts between previous 

theories and empirics. These are combined and reinterpreted gradually during the 

analysis part of the study. The purpose of the thesis is to gain a better understanding of 

if brand activism can be a tool that can lead to a changed consumption, which emphasizes 
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sustainability. The results from the empirical part of the study will be combined with the 

theoretical framework to gain a wider understanding of how brand activism can be used 

as a tool to enable more sustainable consumption.  

5.2 Research Method 

Usually, qualitative data is defined by comparing it to quantitative data to describe the 

differences in the data collection methods. Qualitative data does not only focus on 

directly measurable data. Instead, it focuses on text, sound, and visual material that 

enables interpretations and descriptions of a phenomenon (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 

2016). As opposed to quantitative research, qualitative data collection is based on a small 

number of informants. According to Olsson and Sörensen (2007), qualitative research 

investigates an area in-depth, which also will be done in this study since the research 

questions focus on the consumers' attitudes towards and the impacts of brand activism 

initiatives. Qualitative research can illustrate how human phenomena work but also how 

the phenomenon affects the people it is involving (Patton, 2015). Qualitative results are 

traditionally based on three different types of data. Which are interviews, observations, 

and documents (Patton, 2015). This study is based on conducting interviews as the data 

collection method.  

The research question and the theoretical perspective guide the choice of method (Trost, 

2010). Trost believes that if the researcher wants to measure variables such as “how 

often” or “how many” a quantitative method is the best fit. On the other hand, if the 

researcher wants to understand how individuals react and distinguish different patterns 

of behaviour, a qualitative method is more suitable than a quantitative method. In this 

study, the main interest is to understand the attitudes and behaviours connected to 

brand activism initiatives with a focus on sustainable consumption. As well as 

understanding the respondent's attitudes towards consumption and how they see 

themselves in terms of the level of sustainability and if they feel like they can do more to 

counteract climate change. Further, to see if they think that they can be influenced by 

brand activist initiatives and if this ultimately can lead to a changed relationship between 

consumption and sustainability.  

Qualitative interviews enable open and everyday conversations (Eriksson & Kovalainen, 

2016), during qualitative interviews it is usually the straightforward and simple 

questions that provide meaningful and complex answers (Trost, 2010). The data that is 

collected consists of words and stories. Interviews as a collection method provide 
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answers to people's knowledge, feelings, opinions, and experiences about a particular 

subject (Patton, 2015). Therefore, a qualitative study is best suited.  

5.3 Semi-structured interviews 

The interviews in the study will be formed as semi-structured, which means that the 

researcher has the subject and theme predetermined but still has the opportunity to 

change the order of the questions asked in each interview. This gives the advantage that 

the interview is systematic and comprehensive while the tone remains conversational 

and informal. A challenge for the researcher is to get all topics discussed and at the same 

time be prepared to investigate the answers in-depth. By preparing the semi-structured 

interviews thoroughly this challenge can be bypassed as long as the researcher sticks to 

it. A pre-designed guide can prevent the informant from addressing important topics, 

which also can lead to the interview being one-sided, asking a question and reviving a 

response instead of letting the interview take form in the same way as a discussion and 

leading to insights that might not have come forward if a pre-designed guide was 

followed. Therefore, semi-structured interviews are the best option for this study. 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016) 

Standardization in the context of interviews as a form of data collection method refers to 

the extent to which the questions and the situation are the same for every informant. In 

quantitative surveys, standardization is usually high since the questions asked are in the 

same order. At a low degree of standardization, the questions are asked in a different 

order where the interviewer starts by formulating the question according to the 

informants' use of language, and the follow-up questions are formulated depending on 

the previous answers. In low standardization, the possibilities for variation are great 

which also is the case when conducting semi-structured interviews. (Trost, 2010) 

5.4 Sampling strategy and criteria 

The selection of the informants in a qualitative study usually has a purpose if compared 

to a quantitative study. In a quantitative study, informants are often randomly selected 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen, 2016). The goal of the interviews in this study is to gain access 

to information-rich data, which enables in-depth analyzes and an opportunity to learn 

about the phenomenon while it is being researched. This study will be of a mix of non-

probability and convenience sampling since informants will be handpicked and have 

different backgrounds when it comes to consumption and sustainability.  
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Patton (2015) emphasizes that to get to a purposeful sampling a criterion-based selection 

can be used. This means that the researcher beforehand identifies and hand-picks 

informants that possess the right knowledge or experience regarding the topic that is 

studied. Regarding the nature and the aim of the study, the informants were chosen by 

matching the predetermined criteria, these were age group, location, language, and 

relation to consumption and sustainability. This strategy is shown below in Table 1.  

Table 1 Sampling strategy 

Sampling strategy Objective Informant selection 

Predetermined-criteria based 

sampling 

Find informants that meet the 

pre-determined criteria and 

thereby are suitable for the 

study. 

Age group, location, language 

 

The age group was chosen as a criterion, further narrowing it down that the informants 

belong to the millennial generation. This is since sustainability has been a big part of 

their purchasing habits from the start of their so-called shopping careers. The millennials 

are known for not listening to traditional advertising that businesses have been following 

for decades. This group has grown up with hyperconnectivity and is therefore using 

different forms of communication compared to the older generations (Apte & Sheth, 

2016). 

Location was chosen as a criterion, seeing that the interviews shall be conducted face to 

face to get a more honest and reliable discussion the informants shall be located in the 

geographical location of the Vaasa region. 

The language was also included as a criterion. Since the interviews are semi-structured 

to touch upon a topic as sensitive as the informant’s personal consumption habits and 

attitudes toward sustainability it is of mentionable importance that the informants share 

the same mother-tongue as the interviewer. Thus, the language Swedish was chosen as a 

criterion to avoid language barriers.  

The purpose of the study is to examine if brand activism can be a tool that can be used to 

enable more sustainable consumption. Further, narrowing down the interviews by 

focusing on getting to know the informants' relation to consuming clothes and the 

sustainability impact connected to these purchases, value drivers, and influences. Thus, 
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informants were chosen according to their consumption habits and their relationship to 

sustainability. The informants were intentionally chosen to have different takes and 

standpoints on these topics to secure fruitful and information-rich data.  

To ensure that both males and females were represented in the study, the decision of 

interviewing four females and two males was made. The aim is not to make a gender 

comparison of any kind, but simply just to make sure that both females and males are 

represented to get a wide arrange of different informants with different backgrounds.  

Table 2 Informants overview 
Informant Age Gender Occupation Interview 

duration (min) 

Interview 

date 

Rosa 23 Female Marketing student 43:03 15.1.2021 

Maja 23 Female Business student 43:50 25.1.2021 

Arvid 25 Male Engineer and small clothing 

brand owner 

39:37 28.1.2021 

Iris 23 Female Branding specialist in a 

multinational corporation 

55:28 5.2.2021 

Ella 29 Female Special education teacher and 

owner of local knitting brand 

specializing in knitwear 

52:52 22.2.2021 

Matteo 24 Male Accountant 44:47 25.3.2021 

 

To ensure confidentiality for the participants of the study they were guaranteed 

anonymity and that no one would specifically be requested to be named in the thesis. To 

make the participation more interesting for the informant they were given the 

opportunity to read the thesis and consult the author about possible details once 

finished. All potential informants were contacted through the authors' network.  

5.5 Data collection and data protection 

The data collection was done by conducting semi-structured interviews. Two main tools 

were used in the interviewing phase to get a natural interview but still manage to trigger 

discussions. The first tool was having a base array of questions that can be formed so it 

makes the session with the informant feel more like a discussion rather than a one-way 
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interview. This base array of questions is referred to as an interview guide and will be 

presented in-depth in the next sub-chapter below.  

The second tool that was used what to show two different video commercials by brands 

that have been acting as brand activists within the clothing industry by emphasizing the 

importance of addressing the issues of consumerism and the unsustainable landscape 

that the sector is in at this moment.  

The first video commercial that was shown was by the outdoor clothing & gear brand 

Patagonia published on 28.11.2020 called Buy Less, Demand More. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAZ8Ts9CC6I). 

The second video commercial that was shown was by the Scandinavian minimalist 

clothing brand Asket published on 24.9.2020 called ASKET The Impact Receipt. 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_97yWtRbcQ). 

The informants were contacted by phone or via email, where the purpose of the interview 

was explained. After the informant approved his participation, a time was set for the 

interview. The informants were also informed in writing that the material from the 

interview will be treated confidentially. Personal data and information about the 

companies were handled in a safe manner by following the Swedish School of Economics' 

ethical rules and data protection policy. Data, where the informant can be directly 

identified, is not published in the research result. 

5.5.1 Interview guide 

To get an immense foundation of information to have a successful data analysis the 

interviews must follow the same central thread. This was done by thoroughly preparing 

an interview guide. Since the topic of personal sustainability is deeply interconnected 

with the self-image today (Sirgy, et al., 2014) makes the subject rather sensitive. 

Therefore, the interview guide was set up to go from a macro to micro perspective to 

make the informant feel like they are in a safe space by using ”Warm-up” questions to 

start with rather than going straight into the core of the interview.  

The interview guide was started by asking the informant their general conception of how 

they would describe sustainability. This is followed up by exploring their habits, how 

sustainable they see themselves, how they consume clothes, and what is important to 

them when considering a new purchase. From here the interview was further narrowed 

down into exploring the informants' relation to brand activism and especially on 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAZ8Ts9CC6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_97yWtRbcQ
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initiatives emphasizing the problematic consumerism today as well as the issues with 

fast fashion.  

Following this, the interview then started to focus on how the informant would interpret 

brand activism and what feelings the brand activist initiatives awoke. A discussion of 

possible solutions to the problems that had been touched upon earlier in the interview 

then followed. The focus was on what the informants think that the brands' role is when 

it comes to promoting sustainable consumption. Furthermore, exploring what is needed 

for them to become more caring, by thinking and acting sustainably.  

5.6 Analysis of the data 

Analysing qualitative data requires interpretation, synthesizing, and transforming the 

data from something blurry and unclear into something that makes sense. Because of the 

abstract nature of the qualitative data analysis, there is no uniform method of analysing 

this type of data. (Patton, 2015). The analysis was made with the help of coding the data 

to find patterns and themes.  

Unlike quantitative data where the analysis starts first when all the data have been 

collected the qualitative research analysis begins already during the data collection 

phase. Since the researcher continuously makes interpretations and notices patterns 

during the interviews, the researcher shall take notes which ultimately can influence the 

data even if the analysis is officially made from the recordings and transcriptions (Patton, 

2015).   

Transcriptions were made from the main data source, which was the face-to-face 

interviews. The transcribed material was made as detailed as possible to make it easy to 

revisit critical statements, discussions, and arguments raised by both the informant and 

the interviewer. The transcriptions consisted of 36 753 words from recordings of a total 

of 279 minutes and 37 seconds.  
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6 RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter focuses on presenting and summarising the main findings of the research. 

The theoretical framework combined with the new findings will ultimately lead to 

answering the main purpose of the thesis if brand activism is a tool that can be used to 

enable more sustainable consumption.  

The interview guide that was followed when the interviews were conducted included 

three different themes, the sentiment towards sustainability, the interpretation 

of brand activism, and the brands’ role in the fight towards sustainability. The 

results of these findings will be divided accordingly below when presented.  

The sentiment towards sustainability will be presented in chapter 6.1 and will give an 

overall look at how the chosen informants interpret sustainability and how sustainable 

they see themselves as, as well as the consumption habits and what makes them consume 

the way that they do. Even if the purpose of the study is not to examine the level of 

sustainability the informants have themselves it cannot be denied that it is a needed key 

pillar in the base foundation of the general attitudes towards brand activism.  

The interpretation of brand activism between the informants will be presented in chapter 

6.2. An understanding of the prejudice they have towards brand activism and how the 

informants interpret the videos that were shown during the interview and what emotions 

they aroused will be conferred.  

The role that brands have in the fight toward sustainability from the informants’ point of 

view will be presented in 6.3, this chapter will discuss the ideas that the informants have 

on brand activism. Further, how brand activism can be co-created between the different 

actors in the field. 

When presenting the findings, the emphasis is on the most striking similarities and 

differences among the informants. To maintain the consumer perspective, these findings 

will be linked to existing literature. However, it should be noted that many of the 

interview answers could fall into several categories, but it has been determined where 

they are best suited in order to reach the main purpose of the thesis.  
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6.1 Sentiment towards sustainability in the sample 

At the start of the interview, the informants were asked general questions about what 

sustainability is and how sustainable they see themselves if ranked on a scale from 1 to 

10. Further, they were also asked to describe their relation to consumption both in 

general and their consumption of clothes and fashion.  

6.1.1 Degree of sustainability 

One of the warm-up questions of the interview was that the informants were given the 

term ”Sustainability” and were asked to say or describe the concept with the first thing 

that came into their mind. When reading between the lines all the informants were on 

the same track of defining sustainability, which was by describing it as a result of a 

circular economy.  However, Arvid was the only informant that chose the exact wording 

of ”circular economy”. For example, Rosa chose to describe the concept of sustainability 

as: 

“I think that sustainability is about my grandchildren having the same opportunities as I have. 
That I should have lived such a life so that they have the same opportunities as me, and that they 
should not sacrifice anything because of something I have done.” -Rosa 

This is also the way that the WCED (World Commission on Environment and 

Development) brought forward the topic of unsustainability in 1987 which later also was 

the foundation of the Triple bottom line concept (Elkinton, 1997). Ella chose to describe 

the concept of sustainability from the consumption perspective: 

“For the purpose of consumption, sustainability is something that lasts for a long time and that it 
is of good quality. The opposite of wear and tear and that you value enough that you are willing to 
look after it and repair it.” -Ella 

Which ultimately also is one way of describing the concept of a circular economy. A 

circular economy can be described as a model where reusing, repairing, sharing, leasing, 

recycling or refurbishing existing products and materials for as long as possible. 

When asking the informants how sustainable they would describe their lifestyle and 

score their sustainability on a scale of 1-10 there was a wide variance in the sample. For 

example, Rosa and Arvid were the informants with the least emphasis on sustainability. 

Rosa even clearly stated that to her, comfort is more important than sustainability, which 

is ultimately why she does not even bother to recycle her trash. The only sustainable act 

that she consciously does is turning off the shower when using soap. Rosa scored herself 

a 5 out of 10 in terms of how sustainable her lifestyle is. Arvid on the other hand started 
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recycling a few years ago but does not see his lifestyle as sustainable, this is mainly due 

to him having issues with knowing where to start and what his area of responsibility is: 

“I have to take my own initiative and learn more about everything I don’t know, right now I can do 
something that I think is perfectly okay but in reality, it does more harm than good.” -Arvid 

Arvid scored himself a 6 out of 10 in terms of how sustainable his lifestyle is.   

On the other side of the spectrum, four informants describe themselves as being more 

on the sustainable side. While Maja, Iris, Ella, and Matteo see themselves as having a 

sustainable lifestyle there is still a fluctuation in what they see as sustainable acts.  

Iris describes herself as very sustainable except for the fact that she continuously 

consumes clothes and occasionally uses air traffic. She says that she strives toward 

enabling a more sustainable lifestyle by using reusable products, such as lunch boxes and 

textile bags instead of plastic ones, further she does not consume meat. Iris scores her 

sustainability, 7 out of 10.  

Maja considers herself very sustainable and the reasons for it were, not owning a car, 

following a sustainable diet, in other words, avoiding red meat. She also emphasizes that 

she has started to relate more about her shopping choices by not trying to jump on new 

trends and making more thoughtful decisions. She also mentions that she has started to 

get a lot of climate guilt associated with airline travel, in other words ‘flight shame’. Maja 

scores her level of sustainability with a 7,5 out of 10.  

Matteo also scored his level of sustainability with a 7,5 out of 10, still, he did not describe 

himself as having the aspect of sustainability as a driving force when it comes to 

consumption, but he sees himself as sustainable since his overall consumption is quite 

low. He owns a car, but he prefers to ride a bike as much as possible. He rarely buys new 

clothes and if he does, he prefers high-quality garments. Most of Matteo's consumption 

is based on food since he is working out quite heavily. He does not follow any sort of diet 

but tries to eat as healthy as possible.  However, Matteo emphasizes that year after year 

he makes constantly decisions that lean towards the more sustainable side. He thinks 

that this is due to society inevitably moving towards such a direction with all products 

and services:  

“If you take food as an example, it can be seen in all corners as marketing on social media, 
marketing in the store, the products themselves, everywhere it says if they have made any changes 
to for instance a package and it now contains less plastic or something, it says directly there that 
“here we use 30% less plastic due to sustainability”, so I think you get such signals constantly from 
everywhere.” -Matteo 
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Ella scores her sustainability with an 8 out of 10, she bases this on the that she mainly 

follows a vegan diet, does not travel at all right now, only drives a car during the winter 

to take her child to kindergarten, and does not buy from typical fast-fashion chains (HM, 

Zara, etc.). If she buys something new, it is a well-thought-out purchase and quality 

product. She has realized that she is not perfect when it comes to sustainability, she 

emphasizes that she strives toward achieving a more sustainable lifestyle. However, she 

also admits that it has become more difficult to maintain a completely sustainable 

lifestyle with small children. 

Even if the informants’ level of sustainability according to themselves varies, there is one 

clear consensus, all of them are striving towards obtaining and later maintaining a more 

sustainable lifestyle. Further, the purpose of the chosen informants was to get consumers 

with different backgrounds and sustainability indexes to create as many impressions, 

discussions, and various data as possible to prepare an information-rich analysis. Based 

on the above the informants' sustainability levels according to themselves can be 

established.  

6.1.2 Consumption of clothes 

Rosa, the informant who described herself as putting the least emphasis on sustainability 

when it comes to her lifestyle and consumption has surprisingly almost an identical 

consumption of clothes as Maja who in the initial stage of the interview described her 

lifestyle as rather sustainable. Both state that they are quite spontaneous when it comes 

to shopping and consuming clothes both in actual stores as well as online. Both follow 

trends and are heavily influenced by online influencers. Both Maja and Rosa are 

consuming fast fashion quite extensively, however, they have both chosen to boycott the 

same brand due to unethical work environments for their employees. This means that 

they still possess some sort of relation to ethicality when consuming clothes. However, 

regarding the climate aspect when choosing to consume clothes, they both stated that 

they do not care since they are not aware of what impacts it has: 

”Since I'm not used to it, I actually do not care. The same goes for when brands communicate how 
much water was used to produce a piece of clothing. I understand that you use it for marketing. 
But I have nothing to compare this data with so how do I know if it’s good or bad?” -Rosa 

The theoretical framework explains how Apte and Sesh (2016) state that terms like “Eco-

Friendly”, “Green” and “Ethically Sourced” have become so overused that they nowadays 

are next to meaningless, which is again underlined by the statement made by Rosa. This 

might also explain why Maja does not consider her consumption behaviour when it 
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comes to clothes as problematic, due to lack of knowledge. Therefore, the message that 

brand activists deliver to the consumer has to be tailored, personal, relevant, and most 

importantly, easy to understand.  

Arvid and Matteo were also two informants that described their level of sustainability 

quite differently, but when analysing how their relationship to the consumption of 

clothes, resembling patterns between the two informants can be found. Neither Arvid 

nor Matteo are heavy consumers of clothes, none of them follows new trends and they 

have the same consensus when buying new clothes, quality and price are the deciding 

factors. The reason why Arvid rarely is making spontaneous purchase decisions is mainly 

due to his stinginess. Matteo does not either make spontaneous purchase decisions, 

however, this is based on that whenever he needs something new, he has a few brands 

that he chooses to buy from. He states that the reason he chooses to be loyal to these 

brands is that he knows they will deliver high quality at a fair price. As mentioned, both 

informants are aligned that quality and price are the most important aspects when it 

comes to making a buying decision. Further none of them see the sustainability factor as 

the main buying decision, it is rather seen as an added value to them. On the other hand, 

Arvid is mentioning that it could become a deciding factor if being marketed and sold in 

the right way. 

“Surely I know that if you do something with recycled material, as long as you have the right 
marketing behind it and push it in the right way, it will be sold even though it is more expensive 
because you get people to focus on a different way.” -Arvid 

Even if the scores Ella and Iris gave themselves fluctuated from the lifestyle and values 

that they are describing when it comes to the consumption of clothes, they are still 

surprisingly rather similar. Ella emphasizes that she does not buy from typical fast-

fashion chains (HM & Zara etc.). If she buys new garments, it is well-thought-out 

purchases and products of quality. When she buys quality garments it is through a well-

thought-out process, and she has looked at the garment for a long time and therefore 

avoids spontaneous purchases. Similarly, we have Ella who prioritizes more expensive 

and judicious purchases and takes on average up to 3 months on a major clothing 

purchase. Ella noticed that a garment acquired as a result of a careful decision is also 

valued much higher by her and she does not, for instance, throw it into the closet but 

reliably hangs it up and takes more care of it. Ella also clearly states that her level of 

consciousness when it comes to sustainability within clothing purchases has grown 

forward as she has learned more about the general issues that we are facing and the 

problems with unsustainability in general. Ella has realized that she is perfectly fine with 
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paying a higher price for sustainability. She runs a small-scale company herself that knits 

clothes and she has realized the time and effort required. 

“I will use the garment for a long time. It can live out its entire life cycle, plus if you buy branded 
clothes, they have a resale value.” -Ella 

When it comes to Iris's consumption of clothes, she states that she tries to buy second-

hand and vintage in the first place. But that she also has a few brands that she prefers 

when it comes to consuming new garments and that she likes to take the time to get to 

know the brand and their values before purchasing from them and does not like to be 

fooled by green or woke-washing.  

“I'm pretty well-informed about which brands or I understand how their production-chain works 
by looking up where they have factories and trying to get an overview. So of course, if Zara has, for 
instance, reused or recycled collections it is better, but if you think about the big picture and where 
the money goes, you can still stay away from it by choosing a better brand.” -Iris 

Iris further states that she stays away from fast fashion as much as possible, and when 

she is asked if she thinks that it is justified to pay a higher price for sustainability, she 

clearly expresses that she considers it strange if it is not more expensive. This is based 

on that she generally believes that sustainability goes hand in hand with quality, 

simultaneously she thinks that the remarkably low-price levels of fast fashion today are 

not justified.  

“I also think that at H&M it should be impossible to have a garment for 5 Euros because it makes 
no sense that it can only cost 5 euros to both produce and then ship that garment from another 
country. Who is ultimately paying that price then?” -Iris 

Iris states that quality is the most important aspect when deciding upon a purchasing 

decision, however, sustainability is seen as a key aspect as well, but as earlier stated she 

thinks that these two go hand in hand. She does not ignore the obvious fact that the price 

also matters, but if you want good clothes, you need to be willing to pay for them also she 

explains. 

6.1.3 Self-identity in consumption 

Since self-identity within consumption is deeply embedded in both identity creation and 

development it can be hard for a person to know how they are acting when it comes to 

their private self and their public self. (Sirgy, 1982) A deeper understanding of the 

respondents' self-concept was of interest, therefore, instead of asking directly how the 

respondents see themselves within the self-concept questions of respondents how they 

see themselves within the self-concept, they were asked to describe brands that they like 

to consume from and why they like to consume from these particular brands.  
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Out of the 6 respondents, it was only Rosa (who also scored herself the lowest when 

giving herself a sustainability score) that did not have any direct reasoning as to why she 

preferred the brands that she said she liked.  All the others could list brands that they 

like and all of them reasoned that the brands that are connected to sustainability in their 

practices are the ones they prefer. Both Iris and Maja mentioned Oatly as one of the 

brands that they like to consume. Oatly is one of the brands that is benchmarked when 

talking about brand activism within the food industry as a company that is addressing 

climate change and has over the last decade produced a number of triggering 

commercials in the eyes of the general public.  

“That they are just very outspoken with everything and they hide nothing.” -Iris 

Also, when it comes to brands within the clothing industry terms such as transparency, 

sustainability and quality were coined by Maja, Arvid, Iris, Ella, and Matteo.  

 “Pure Waste is a very good initiative due to their sustainability acts” -Arvid 

 “Nadaam is sourcing sustainably and is very transparent with it” -Iris 

“I like Patagonia and I’ve heard it’s a sustainable brand” -Maja 

“I have been super happy with Haglöfs, it is a bit more expensive brand, but I think quality over 
quantity, and I am willing to pay a little extra to get that high quality.” -Matteo 

“Totem does not follow trends, they have good materials, good colors and are selling recurring 
collections.” -Ella 
 

It is clear that even if these respondents have a different degree of sustainability and 

different relations to how they consume clothes they all still prefer Brands that have 

embedded sustainability processes, are transparent in their production, and are 

producing high-quality goods or services. Even if some of the respondents initially said 

that they consume fast fashion none of the respondents wanted to recommend any of 

these fast fashion brands as something that they are proud of consuming. This can be 

argued to be a result of Brands doing greater good that is having a bigger purpose than 

just revenue and have applied the triple bottom line throughout their business practices. 

By utilising the triple bottom line (Savitz, 2006) businesses tend to have a higher social 

approval in the public self-part of the self-concept than typical fast-fashion brands have, 

this can be seen in the above argument of none of the respondents wanting to 

recommend a fast fashion brand while speaking more positively about brands that keep 

sustainability as a core value. 
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6.2 Interpretation of brand activism 

After the questions about the respondents' general consumption, consumption of 

clothes, and how their self-identity is connected to their consumption the interview was 

narrowed down to focus on Brand activism as a concept and further focusing on Brand 

Activism within the clothing industry. First, a general round of questions regarding 

knowledgeability regarding Brand Activism was made, and then some examples of Brand 

activism were shown in form of videos. The video benchmarks were Patagonia's video 

campaign: Buy Less, Demand More, and Askets's campaign: The Impact Receipt. The 

viewer was shown the videos and had some time to reflect on them. Then, a general 

discussion was had where the interviewer and the respondents laid down what 

impressions the videos made and what emotions they aroused.  

6.2.1 Knowledgeability 

The initial question was about if the respondents had previous knowledge of the concept 

of brand activism, none of them could describe the concept, Rosa and Maja were the only 

ones who had heard the term before. However, after the interviewer described the 

concept and the base pillar behind it all the respondents had before stumbled upon the 

concept and could connect it to some commercials or other sources where they had seen 

it. As described in the theoretical framework the term Brand Activism is fairly new even 

if the concept of firms focusing on other things than revenue has been around forever. 

This is most likely the reason why the respondents were not familiar with the term, but 

the concept as described.  

6.2.2 Impressions 

The impressions from the videos were positive in the sense of not being forced to buy 

their products from these companies (Patagonia and Asket) and that they are doing 

something more than just selling clothes. That they are addressing the climate crisis and 

making the consumer think by speaking directly to them.   

“The first thing I think about is that they speak directly to the consumer. They want to show where 
the problems are and they want to teach the consumer that this is a problem, and just that in some 
way they still don't say “buy our clothes”. They even state that if you buy our t-shirts, think twice if 
you actually need it?” -Ella 

“I feel a little like I do not need to buy anything now, I am happy with what I have.” -Maja 

Provided these feelings were the most recognizable throughout all respondents it is a 

direct sign that video initiatives like this work since they make the consumer think twice 

about consumption.  
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Even if most of the feedback from the videos was positive and the discussions were 

generally focused on leaving the respondents with a feeling of wanting to do more, some 

of the respondents still point out that they are so used to consuming commercials and 

ads making big claims. That they have become skeptical about if there are companies out 

there that exist with pure and good intentions. 

“So, of course, it arouses feelings, as it should. For me that it is smart marketing in that way, to 
build a very strong brand image for them.” -Arvid 

“So, it is difficult because for them to exist, you have to buy from them.” -Iris 

However, even if these statements were made, both Arvid and Iris continued the 

discussion by mentioning that both these initiatives felt pure and trustworthy:  

”Then at the same time you get a feeling that they probably actually mean it too, like the impact 
recipe and stuff, that they just do not do it for them to sell something, but they probably have some 
bigger idea behind it as well.” -Arvid 

“But on the other hand, they are available as an alternative to buy smarter when you need them.” -
Iris 

This also indicates that when the brands choose to not center videos about themselves or 

the products they are selling, but rather talk about a sociopolitical problem they are 

trying to address and ultimately solve it makes the consumers, in this case, the informant 

from the sample of the study see them as more trustworthy. An interesting point that 

Rosa made was that brand activism with the focus on the sociopolitical dilemma of 

climate change is right where it should be, but that they are not just fighting climate 

change, they are fighting the whole system on how we see consumption today:  

“These initiatives are great, but right now the whole society is working against it.” -Rosa 

With this statement, she points out the fact that consumerism is only growing day by day 

and every year we see Black Friday turning into Black Week and Black Week turning into 

Black Month. Just for the sake of consuming a little bit more and paying a little bit less.  

This problematic trend is touching upon the concept of the ideological lock-in (Holt, 

2012) where consumerism is so deeply embedded in our personas that it is impossible to 

change quickly enough to manage the problems we face today, instead, Holt suggests 

that environmental activism should focus on the markets that have developed 

unsustainable consumption as a result of unintended consequences. For instance, the 

clothing industry is one, where unlimited consumption of products coming from places 

that use modern-day slavery is still completely legal. 
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6.3 Brands’ role in the fight towards sustainability 

After the videos were shown to the respondent and the initial discussion of what 

impressions and feelings, they aroused it can be established that the respondents had 

now grasped the concept of brand activism and the reasoning behind the concept. The 

interview was now guided towards if the respondent believes that these brand activist 

initiatives can help us both on a personal level and as a group of individuals working 

together against over-consumption. Furthermore, as the interviews progressed, the 

interviewer realized that all the interviewees brought forward that the road towards 

sustainability does not only happen with brands and consumers coming together but 

other stakeholders must also be accounted for, these are the government and the 

legislation that the government lays out. The interviewer, therefore, chose to widen the 

scope of the interviews to also consider the governmental side and listen to what the 

respondents' thoughts are from the consumer side of the spectrum, and see what the 

respondents think should be done on a governmental level. The focus was kept on what 

the consumers expect from brands. Ultimately to see how brand activism can act as a 

tool to enable more sustainable consumption. 

6.3.1 Brand activist initiatives 

Reflecting on the first research question: How does the consumer interpret brand 

activism initiatives addressing the socio-political issue of climate change? 

 There is a clear consensus within the sample. The brand activist initiatives shown to 

them make the consumer think and reflect on how they are consuming today. These are 

the initiatives that are playing on the consumers' emotions in a way of not giving them 

direct guilt and laying blame on them but by pointing out statistics and facts. Statistics 

and facts support that climate change is real and it is happening as we speak and that it 

gets worse every day unless we make a change. 

“That is why I realize I care because I am obviously emotionally moved and therefore I get eco-

anxiety.” -Maja 

Therefore, the first point to how the brand activist initiatives can influence the consumer 

is by making us reflect on how we can change on a personal level and make us see how 

we can better ourselves. The second point is that they can act as guides to the consumer 

towards making a better decision by showing that they exist and that they exist for a 

reason other than just selling a product at a competitive price. They exist to give you a 

better choice when you need to consume.  
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”Through a video like this, they deliver the information to me; that they are sustainable, they care 

about these issues. So even though they may not immediately get an increase in sales, they will 

possibly get it later. Which at least I think in these matters means more.” -Maja 

The third point which also goes hand in hand with showing the consumer that they exist 

is that they can help by educating the consumer. Seeing there is a clear gap in the sample 

where respondents would like to know more about how the consumption of clothes 

affects our planet the problem is that they have no idea where to start, and they also feel 

like browsing the internet is troublesome due to the ocean of misinformation and 

misguidance as a result of the hyperconnected era we are living in.  

“Brands must be transparent, if they dare to be transparent, then you dare to buy from them. Today 

you have to find out everything yourself, the problem is that you can search for anything on the 

internet, and you will find what you are looking for. I think brands should take responsibility to 

educate their buyers. And we must take that responsibility then to listen to them.” -Ella 

The second research question: What is expected from brands to oppose unsustainable 

consumption? As mentioned above education is one way that brand activists can help 

consumers. Furthermore, when asking what role brand activists should have when 

opposing unsustainable consumption. Most of the respondents emphasized that 

education is one of the foundations to get started and is thereby also something that is 

expected from them. Another point that is expected from the brands is that for them to 

be able to gain trustworthiness they need to be transparent with their processes and 

make it possible for the consumer to see the whole lifecycle when it comes to both 

production and retail. It is first when brands dare to show who they are that the 

consumers will slow down, listen to what they have to say, and reflect. There is an ocean 

of misinformation out there and woke-washing is so common it has become a buzzword 

in popular speech. The statements from the sample align with the already established 

studies made on brand activism. Aligned practices and the messages that are contributed 

through the brand is necessary to reach authentic brand activism, however, in addition 

to this the brand needs to be value-driven and have a purpose, the brand needs to address 

socio-political issues and the brand needs to be involved in both tangible practices and 

intangible messaging to fight the socio-political problem (Vredenburg, et al., 2020).  

6.3.2 Co-creation of brand activism 

As it is rather clear that a handful of brands alone taking up the fight against 

consumerism is not going to be powerful enough, the respondents were asked what they 

expect from themselves and what they expect from the brands. As earlier mentioned, a 
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topic that also was reoccurring throughout the interviews was that the informants also 

mentioned that there is another stakeholder that needs to be accounted for when the 

topic of co-creating brand activism is discussed, which is that there is an agreement that 

the government also needs to do their part for brand activism to have an optimal impact.  

Suggestions of how the government can take part in this range from advocating scare 

tactics as a solution or that the state should regulate that advertisements made for 

educational purposes must not be misleading. The consensus in the sample however was 

that the government needs to find a better way to make it lucrative to do the right thing 

and to make favor local production and local consumption.  

” If you're going to change a big problem, it must come from an authority. You cannot believe that 

the world will get better from the time the individual consumer wants to change. It can create a 

little fire and it's a good start, but for it to change enough the state must pitch in and pour petrol on 

the fire that is started by the consumers and the brands” -Arvid 

Based on the theoretical framework combined with the data obtained from the interviews 

a new model has been brought forward called, Co-creation of brand activism. The model 

includes three main stakeholders, the Brand, the Government, and the Consumer. The 

model describes how the stakeholders should act together to create a better initial 

position when it comes to both producing and consuming products within the clothing 

industry.  

Figure 7, Co-creation of brand activism 

 

Source: Own illustration 
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Co-creation starts between the brand and the consumer, the brand needs to deliver 

transparency to the consumer, and the consumer simultaneously needs to demand 

transparency. While the brand shall educate its consumers, the consumer needs to listen 

to what the brand has to say and what its greater purpose is. Simultaneously, the brands 

need to listen to the consumer regarding consumers' demands. 

Co-creation between the brand and the government needs to have a clear consensus that 

local and responsible production and transparency shall be rewarded, it needs to be 

lucrative to do right. This can be done for instance by increasing taxation on fast fashion 

or limitation on imports. Favor local production by lowering taxation on locally produced 

garments as well as making co-operation between local firms clear-cut.  

For a co-creation of brand activism between the consumer and the government to 

happen it needs to be favorable to buy and consume locally and to reward responsible 

consumption.  

This model describes how co-creation could ideally happen between the consumer, 

brand, and government. How they can live in harmony when it comes to laying out the 

groundwork of how we can establish a healthier way of how comprehending a sustainable 

lifestyle when it comes to consumption of products from the clothing industry.    
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

As the main purpose of this thesis was to see if brand activism can be used as a tool to 

enable more sustainable consumption. The conclusion that can be drawn is that it can be 

used as a tool, and it can be a powerful tool, but as with any tool it needs to be used 

together with the right material by the right craftsman to get the finest of results. 

Furthermore, a co-creation between the consumers, the brand, and the government 

needs to be in place before true change based on brand activism can happen.  

The brands that are fighting out there today are laying out the cornerstones and the very 

important base foundation for future brands to adapt to. These brands are the ones that 

are fighting a greater purpose and are throughout all processes striving towards leaving 

our planet behind for our future generations in a better shape than we received it.  

7.1 Evaluation of research quality 

The trustworthiness of qualitative research on human beings is evaluated through five 

criteria: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability, and integrity 

(Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). These will be presented and described below.   

“Adequate and believable representations of the constructions of the reality studied” 

(Wallendorf & Belk, 1989) is what the term credibility refers to. This translates into if 

the overall findings in the study can be trusted and if they reflect reality. There are several 

ways to reach credibilities, such as persistent observations, prolonged engagement, and 

triangulation. Wallendorf and Belk (1989) suggest that when a study is continuously 

interpreted, techniques to improve credibility should be used from the beginning.  No 

ethnographic study was performed and therefore observations to increase the credibility 

were not possible. Prolonged engagement is not either possible due to the tight 

timeframe of the study. However, to increase credibility triangulation is used in the form 

of recording and transcribing the interviews and thereby allowing analysis of non-verbal 

messages and actual statements.    

The transferability of the study indicates if the result would be the same using other 

informants or if applied in a different context (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Heterogenous 

non-probability sampling is used in this study to make sure that not all the informants 

had the same relationship to sustainability in the context of consumption and in that way 

get extensive information for the findings. Due to a lack of time and resources, the study 

was limited to a small geographical area. This can be seen by all the informants having 
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the same nationality and being a part of the same culture. If the study would have a wider 

geographical area the results might differ. 

To deal with time and changes in the process of the study comes the requirement of 

dependability. This assessment is done to find out if the result would be the same if 

conducted at another time with the same informants or informants that possess similar 

characteristics (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989). Wallendorf and Belk (1989) suggest creating 

dependability by making the study longitudinal, where the same study is repeated on the 

same informants but months or years apart. This type of study would most likely result 

in higher dependability but due to limited resources and time, this is not possible.  Since 

the study is examining the informants' attitudes towards brand activism initiatives that 

have connections to their consumption, the study is very individual. Since consumption 

behaviour is something that can change, the study could have different results if the 

informants were at a different age. However, since the informants' views are subjective 

the choice of focusing on the millennial generation should at least eliminate some of the 

dependability of the time and context of the interviews.  

To be able to establish confirmability it needs to be ensured that the findings are not 

caused by the researchers' expectations or biases, usually caused by asking leading 

questions. It is of importance that the responses are determined by the actual opinions 

of the informant. Wellendorf and Belk (1989) suggest using triangulation of researchers 

to establish confirmability, this is not possible since the interviews are conducted by one 

person only and the group of informants is relatively small. Triangulation was however 

used in the form of audio recording and transcribing the interviews. By doing this, 

leading questions or biased opinions are easily sorted out and disallowed from the 

findings.   

The trustworthiness of the thesis is connected to the integrity of the study. In other 

words that the findings are based on that the informant is telling the truth and not based 

on misrepresentation. Misrepresentations in this aspect can refer to a lack of 

understanding between the informant and the interviewer. (Wallendorf & Belk, 1989) 

Since this study is deeply touching upon the sensitive topic of the informants' personal 

consumption habits, there is an underlying risk that the informant presents an illusion 

that their habits are better. To prevent this from happening the informants were told 

before the interview started that their responses would remain anonymous and that they 

would not know who else was going to be interviewed and therefore it would be unlikely 

for them to have a reason to lie. As Wallendorf & Belk (1989) suggests, the interview 
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started unobtrusively by having the informant tell a little about themselves rather than 

going straight to their relation to sustainable consumption. 

7.2 Limitations 

The study had various limitations, firstly the sample only included people from Finland 

with Swedish as their main language, since all the persons shared the same culture and 

had grown up in a similar environment the study might have had different findings if 

several nationalities were represented.  

Secondly, the sample of informants was 6 persons between the ages of 23 – 29 years old, 

which do not represent all consumers of clothes. This means that the study might have 

had a different outcome and different findings if the demographic of the informants was 

different. Further, the sample is also too small to represent the demographic group of 

people between the ages 23–29-year-olds.  

Thirdly, Patagonia and Asket and their video campaigns were used as benchmarks when 

showing and explaining brand activism to the respondents, as some of the informants 

from before might have had a positivity or negativity bias about the brand before the 

study took place it can have affected the informants' responses.  Also only having two 

brands to represent brand activism might have given the informants a limited picture of 

the whole concept of brand activism.  

7.3 Future research 

As the study revolved around Brand activism fighting the sociopolitical issue of climate 

change with the focus on the fashion and the clothing industry a future research 

opportunity could be to keep addressing the sociopolitical issue of climate change but 

with the focus on the food industry and see if the results vary from what was found in 

this study. What we as individuals consume is even more closely connected to our 

personas than what clothes we wear and the initiatives from brand activists within the 

food industry addressing climate change tend to be even more provocative than the 

initiatives from the clothing industry.  

Another idea for future research is that this study was focused on young adults between 

the ages of 23-29 years old. Making a similar study and examining middle-aged adults 

or even teenagers would be of interest. Also, a wider group of informants would be 

preferable for future reference.   
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Appendix 1  Interview guide  

Since the interviews were held in Swedish the interview guide was also 
developed in Swedish.  
 
Bakgrund till forskningen: 
Eftersom de flesta faktorer och forskning pekar mot ett behov av en mer miljövänlig 
och hållbar konsumtion på grund av klimatförändringen vi ser förvärras dagligen. 
Detta har en direkt negativ påverkan av den ständigt växande konsumtionen.  
Huvudsyftet med denna avhandling är att undersöka hur varumärkesaktivism kan 
användas som ett verktyg för att möjliggöra en mer hållbar konsumtion. 

 
Hållbarhet 

• Vad innebär uttrycket “hållbarhet” för dig?  
• Hur hållbara anser du att dina egna levnadsvanor är? 
• Strävar du själv till att upprätta eller upprätthålla en mer hållbar livsstil? 

 
Konsumption 

• Kan du beskriva ditt allmänna förhållande till konsumtion?  
• Vad anser du att du själv kan göra för att få en mera hållbar konsumtion? 
• Anser du att konsumtion av produkter som sägs vara etiskt tillverkade och 

hållbara gör dig tvungen att uppoffra t.ex kvalitét eller pris? 

 
Klädkonsumption 

• Hur ofta och hur köper du kläder?  
• Vad är viktigt för dig när du köper kläder?  
• Hur lång tid brukar du i allmänhet spendera på beslut av klädköp? 

o Spontant? 
o Väl genomtänkt? 

• Finns det några varumärken som du föredrar, konsumerar mera av? 
o Vad är orsaken till att just dessa varumärken är mera tilltalande?  

 
Hållbarhet inom klädbranschen 

• Relaterar du över företagets etiska värderingar när du konsumerar kläder?  
• Hur viktigt är miljöaspekter när du köper kläder?  

 
Brand Activism 
Berätta om brand activism så att intervjuaren förstår ämnet och kan relatera till 
egna exempel. 
Varumärken kan ta ställning i frågor och samhällsdebatter, dessa samhällsdebatter kan 
vara t.ex Rasjämställdhet, Jämställdhet, HBTQ-rättigheter, Mänskliga rättigheter, 
Klimatförändringen etc. 
Prata rent generellt om brand activism varumärken. 

• Oatlys kampanjer (postkort & provocerande reklamer) 
• Pepsi (BLM, Kendall Jenner) 
• Pride (Happy Joe, Karhu etc.) 

 
Har informanten egna exempel på brand activism som hen upplevt?  
 
Associativt Verktyg 

Patagonia: Buy Less, Demand More 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAZ8Ts9CC6I 

Asket: The Impact Receipt 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAZ8Ts9CC6I
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• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_97yWtRbcQ 

 
Erfarenheter/Inställning till Brand activism 

• Hurudana känslor väcker dessa klipp?  
• Anser du att initiativ som dessa kan hjälpa oss som grupp att börja konsumera 

mera hållbart?  
• Har några hållbarhetsinitiativ från ett brand fått dig att konsumera 

annorlunda? Ifall ja, vilket initiativ? Vilka faktorer bakom initiativet påverkade 
dig?  

• Vad tror du brands kan göra för att vi ska bli mer miljövänliga?  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_97yWtRbcQ

